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PREFACE 

 An Excerpt of The Unified-Cosmocellular-Hypothesis.  

 Dear reader, please, have a brief look on the following synopsis of an 

exclusively (God-finding) unified-cosmocellular-hypothesis (including revival-

vedic-knowledge) at once, before you start to read this book. After-all, one can not 

expect a maximum-efficiency  from any p.hilosophy / hypothesis (or new 

technological-apparatus); if who did not  first  read its system-showing-explanation 

or operating-instructions, respectively. So, here, each reader of this book, is 

requested to first read its synopsis (preface).  .......... 

 Hello, how are you? I hope, you would be in the best of your health & 

spirits. Herewith, we are 1st-time meeting each other, through a medium of this 

book. First of all, alongwith a synopsis of such my  cosmocellular-work-book, I 

would like to give my short  identity to you : I Dr. Kamlesh N. Patel (B. D.- 15th, 

May, 1964) have been working in a medical-field, since 1986 years; and servicing 

as an ICU-Registrar, in a renowned hospital (“Our Lady of Pillar Nursing-

Home”) of  Vadodara-city (Guj-State, India), which is organized by a Christian-

Missionary, since 1966.  Apart from this, I am also  an  astronomer, since 1999. I 

have also been involved in a different astronomical activities of the “Amateur 

Astronomer‟s Association of  Vadodara (AAAV)”, which is guided by the 

government-organized planetarium of Vadodara-city.  With such my medical 

(anatomical) & astronomical-activities, I have also not  left my inheritive 

agricultural-activity. (After-all, Patel-community has  one main culture, that is the 

agriculture.  Actually, among all the people, generally doctor (cosmocellularity-

finder) & farmer (cosmocellularity-cultivator) are the nearest persons or observers 

to universal-law of the nature‟s-triple-phenomena  of,-- the creation, organization 

& destruction of the human-body & plants-kingdom, respectivley.)  

 With all these  things, I am also a science-study-writer. I have written a  

scientific cosmocellular-hypothesis (not  thesis). Thus, my authorial-culture is 

mainly developed, on a base of such my triple-nature (AAA) of the anatomist, 

astronomist & agriculturalist.  A  writing-work (of  its two different  volumes) has 

been continued, since 18th, January, 1999; but its researching-works have already 

been conitnued, since 1997. A  cosmocellular-reality of this work-book is 

enlightening on a different ancient & modern concepts of the human-life & 

cosmos-life & their Creator.  All the cosmocellular-contents of  this book, are 
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based on such  more than 14 years of the extensive & experimental-works. In 

entire books-world, it is first-time happened to make a  revivalary-vedic-based-

attempt  of the millennium-metaphysics (as a revival-re-entry of the ancient 

vedic-science) to scientifically reach the truth of,- nature, universe, human-soul 

(superconscious-human-mind), human-living-cell, & the Supreme-Soul or Cosmic-

Master-Mind (the Creator), through such unifying-like cosmocellular-knowledge. 

[A  literary-meaning of  the terms, „revive‟ or „revival‟, means, to come back  to 

use / attention / consciousness, to come back to life, to come back to natural-life, to 

live again after dying (i.e. as phoenix-like return of the true-knowledge), to become 

valid  / effective /& operative again etc.] 

 Its title is, “A JOURNEY FROM  MEDITATION TO MODERN-

MEDICINE,..... A CHRONOLOGICAL & UNIFIED-HYPOTHETICAL-STUDY 

OF THE NATURE OF COSMIC-LAWS WHICH ARE SIMILARLY PREVAILED / 

ACTED, FROM EVERY ATOM (as Atomism) & LIVING-CELL (as Celluism  / 

Cytocosmism &/or Bioism) ----To---> COSMOS (as Cosmism / Omism)”.   It 

contains different (revivified)-ancient & modern scientific-concepts which cover 

mostly all the sciences, which come between the human-science & space-science, 

i.e. as a study from the cell  ----->  cosmos, i.e. as a cosmocellular-encyclopedia. 

So that its main title is followed by a subtitle, “A Cosmocellular-Hypothesis”. 

Means, it is mostly prepared as a „science-complex‟.  It is written on a different  

important physical-principles of different sciences (like human-anatomy, 

physiology, electrophysiology, psychobiology, mental-science of  the hypnotism / 

trance-meditation, biology, physics, chemistry, quantum-physics, biological-

quantum or soul‟s-science, cell-physiology, genetic-science, astronomy & 

exobiology etc.), alongwith a subject of the Theology (vedic-philosophy), to make 

a unified-hypothesis (or a theory of everything as a „Theophysics‟) to get a better 

knowledge about the Creator (or Cosmic-Soul or Supreme-Soul) of the universe.  

 This book also frequently explains about the truth of the life-force (bioism). 

Actually, „life-force‟  was first explained, by the Indian vedic-medical-philosophy 

(Ayurveda); then more systematically explained, by a Homoeopathic-subject the 

“Organon of  Medicine”, in a German-medi-cal-science (Homoeopathic-

philosophy).  

Now, it is also accepted, by a modern-medicine (allopathic-sysytem), as a life-

force or  vital-force or soul‟s-force is nothing but it‟s a physiological-force  of the 

living-body. Actually, we can not see our „thought‟  or „human-mind‟, but we are 

sure that it absolutely controls our entire life; similarly, we can not see the life-

force or physiological-force (or soul‟s-force), but we believe that it absolutely 

organises our whole body & its all the systems, till our last  breath. (Likewise, we 
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can not see the gravitational-force of the earth, but we have to believe that it 

absolutely influences, on its every living-&-nonliving-things.) 

 {In homoeopathic-system, the word „Organon‟  was derived from a Greek-

element „Organum‟, that means, “literary-work” & it also means ”a method of the 

scientific-investigation”, which mainly  teaches that the physician should  first  

biologically / psychobiologically heal the patient to restore his life-force / vital-

force, instead of, showing his excellence in a technical-language only, i.e. also 

through a use of mostly a language of the life / language of nature. Before the 

German founder of Homoeopathic-medical-science, Dr. Hahnemann (who  wrote a 

great  medical-philosophy, “Organon  of  Medicine”); this word „Organon‟ was 

first selected, by a famous Greek philosopher  Aristotle; his various treatises on 

logic, were summed-up the common-title of „Organon‟. Then came the famous 

British philosopher cum sociologist, Lord Bacon, who also wrote a great book 

which was titled as “Novum Organum”, it means, “The New Literary-Work”. In 

short, here, a subject of „Organon‟  is totally related with the matter of literary-

works (rather than only pure medical-works), i.e. as an intellectual-

medicospiritual-work or medical-philosophy. So, such mainly cosmocellular-

principle-based unified medical-philosophy can focus the light, on a different 

aspects of the „life-force‟ which is prevailed on the earth (as a terrestrial-life) as 

well as „life‟ beyond the terrestrial-orbit  / space (as an extraterrestrial-life)........... 

 Also according to Nobel-prize-winner, physicist, Werner Heisenberg, who 

as one of the founders of  “Quantum-mechanics”, conjectured that the soul, life-

force & knowledge  are all the manifestations of the energy; and one day, we 

would be able to express them in the terms of mathematics & physics.} 

 Actually, in this cosmocellular-hypothesis, to explain widely about the 

Creator of universe, I have neutrally (& revivalarily) tried to explain about the 

different  nature‟s-phenomena, which daily take-place around us as well as within 

us, as in a different  waves-forms of energy. Hence, mostly, in every philosophy / 

science, it is commonly said that the God is the nature (energy) & nature is  the 

God (energy). That‟s why, also in ancient Indian vedic-science, it is frequently said 

like, “to try to read or understand the nature‟s-phenomena / laws, is to try to 

know the God‟s-Mind or Cosmic-Mind (i.e. called as an „intellectual-love / 

worship‟ towards the nature / God); after-all, different  nature‟s-phenomena are 

nothing but they are the God‟s different teleological-(aimful)-wishes, behind 

different creations of the universe”. 

 So, in such a way, here it will not be exaggerated to say that this book is for 

the nature‟s-religion, rather than a book of any man-made-religion. (Indeed, for 
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this book, it can be said as, “it‟s a life-philosophy or cell-philosophy / the space-

philosophy / medical-philosophy / quantum-philosophy or photon-photoelectron-

philosophy / soul‟s-philosophy, but definitely it is not a religious-philosophy”.) In 

short, in this book, it is neutrally  tried, to show or convey the straightway-message 

of the ancient vedic-science (nature‟s-science) to  our today‟s modern-science 

(machine‟s-science). 

 Indeed, an ancient (vedic)-science & modern-science both explain the same 

things, but in a different ways & at different  times. Means, as the time went, only 

terminologies & styles of the story-tellings (or its proving-styles) are differed, at 

the different time & places; but, the truth is one & the same.  Thus, their aim to 

reach the Creator of universe, is one & the same. But, an ancient  Indian vedic-

philosophy is proved as much more time-tested spiritual-science to reach the 

ultimate-cosmic-cause (a real-cosmic-truth) of the universe than a modern-

science, since a very prolonged psychobiological / socioecological-evolution of 

the man-kind.  But, till-today, unfortunately, we the modern-people mostly reject 

our great heritage of  vedic-science, as a mythological or fabulous-stories only. No 

doubt, all the myths have not a scientific-approach, but it could be an explaining-

styles of a different mysteries of the nature, that all the time, which can not be 

proved in our physically restricted science-lab. Indeed, vedic-science (& its all the 

branches e.g. Upnishads) is (are) absolutely not a mythology; but it‟s a simple & 

natural-philosophy. For example,- an ancient  Indian-medicine (Ayurveda) is yet a 

practicing-evidence of the authentic medical-branch of vedic-science / philosphy, 

an ancient Indian-astronomy (Khagolshastra) is also a space-studying-branch of 

the vedic-science. So, thus, its others vedic-branches viz. meditation & yogic-

sciences are also an authentic-branches of the ancient  vedic-philosophy, and to 

them, the sky is the limit.  

 Now, modern-scientists (mostly botanists & environmentalists) also believe 

that “earlier or traditional-knowledge” does not mean as “backward”. But, that 

they have much to learn from such traditional-sources of knowledge. Sometimes, 

an ancient-knowledge acts as a foundation for a new-findings of modern-science. 

Hence, every old & new hypothetical as well as scientific-work should be 

published. Because, publication not only helps to spread the knowledge from one 

era to next era of the world. But, it also guides for a further investigation to enrich 

the treasures of knowledge.  

 In short, to refuse the traditional-knowledge or ancient vedic-knowledge, 

means, to intentionally &/or prejudicely avoid to see towards the true-meaning of 

life, or to intentionally divert the vision from the true-evolution (i.e. sociospiritual-

evolution) of man-kind. {Herewith, I would like to give one example of such 
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purposefully-&-prejudiced-vision of the western-people towards the vedic-

philosophy / culture is like: Lord Macaulay‟s Address To The British-Parliament, 

2nd, Feb, 1835,--- “ I have travelled across the length & breath of India and I 

have not seen one person who is beggar, who is a thief. Such wealth I have seen in 

this country, such high moral values, people of such caliber, so that I do not think 

we would ever conquer this country, unless we break the very backbone of this 

nation, which is her spiritual & culture heritage, and therefore, I propose that we 

replace her old & ancient education-system, her culture, for if the Indians think 

that all that is foreign & English is good and greater than their own, then they will 

lose their selfesteem, their native culture & they will become what we want them, a 

truly dominated nation.” } 

 Virtually, our modern-science have many many obligations of the earlier-

knowledge & unknown-founders for their (not theoritical but) practical-based 

pioneer searches. For example,- in stone-age, our science-history was not evolved 

to narrate the names of the founder of fire, founder of wheel, & founders of 

agriculture etc. etc.. And we know that till-today, such their practical-based 

researches, are acted as the building-blocks of our all the new-steps of modern-

science. Even, they had not seen any school or university to learn the physical-laws 

or mathematical-calculations, unlike we modern scholars do. After-all, a human-

brain is never a slave (servant) of any school or university. In short, without all 

such findings-in forest-age, our furthest modern-science could not achieve its 

today‟s height of progress. Not only progress of the man-kind, but even he could 

not be isolated from the animal-beings, without search of fire. That means, still, he 

might have been eating the raw-meat & leaves. For another example,- if we deduct 

only these two most-ancient (theoryless but practical-based)-searches of the fire-

&-wheel, from even our daily modern-life. Then our so-called-latest & theory-

based modern-science, will immediately fall-down to its bottom. 

 Actually, we wrongly say that the knowledge or science as an “ancient-

science” and  “modern-science”. On the contrary, we are the newer for every 

unknown-knowledge (relative-knowledge). Because, the science (knowledge or 

truth) neither represents as the „old‟ nor as the „new‟. But, it always remains the 

same, in every era of the human-being; (Likewise, the energy is neither created 

nor destroyed, but it remains the same, only it changes its one (reference-like) form 

to another form). Means, where only terminologies & story-tellings or proving-

styles of the observers / messengers are different. Where all the old & new 

philosophical as well as scientific observers or messengers or faculties, are just like 

a different knowledge-conveying-media. In short, like the constant-space-time, the 

science (knowledge or truth) also remains constant & same. If, it is changed; then 

it can not be a knowledge, but it is only our superficial or partly-fact-based 
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information, which is daily changed from a person to person. Indeed, ancient 

(vedic)-science & modern-science are complementary to each other. Modern-

science can receive so many research-helping-clues, from the ancient or vedic-

science (that we have yet not been found out). So, all the time, we should not 

overlook such ancient or unknown-knowledge (relative-knowledge) just as a 

mythological-concepts only.  

 Also according to great modern scientist, Dr. Albert Einstein, a general-

theory of relativity-(GTR)-knowledge  is much much greater, than a special-theory 

of relativity-(STR)-knowledge. His these two theories of relativity, had uproar the 

world. But, which were so complicated that only very few scientists of the world 

could understand it fully, at that time. Scientifically, „relativity‟, means, the 

condition or fact or quality of being-relative. Philosophically, „relativity‟, means, 

existence only in a relation to a thinking-mind; In other words, for that we are not 

absolute, because where such our absoluteness (partly or finitely-known-

knowledge) also depends upon the relative (infinitely-unknown-knowledge). 

Similarly, according to vedic-science : such general-theory of relativity (i.e. the 

part or „sapex‟ or „unknown‟) is generally prevailed everywhere in the universe. 

Because, with that, its special-like absoluteness (i.e. a „complete‟ or „wholeness‟ 

or „nirpex‟  or  “known to us”) is also prevailed everywhere in universe. But, its 

absolute-like (tangible-truth) is also dependent  on a relative (intangible-truth). 

Hence, for example, we know the relative (intangible-truth), because we know the 

absolute (tangible-truth). So, if, less we know the absolute, also the less we know 

the relative. In vedic-philosophy, a theory of relativity of knowledge is that all the 

ancient-&-modern knowledge are relative to human-mind. That means, it is the 

condition that exists only in a relation to the thinking-mind. (Because of, all these 

things, Dr. Einstein had also said like, “one who has not  visited India, has not 

understood a true-meaning of his terrestrial-visit.”) 

Actually, „Veda‟, means, the „knowledge‟. And as a whole, „vedic-science‟  

is mainly based on the collections of natural-experiences, art & knowledge, by a 

different natural-scientists (& in olden-time, who called as „saint‟ or „sage‟ or 

„rushi‟). They used to wear saffron / white-colored apron, like our today‟s 

scientists wear the white or sky-blue colored apron. A  saffron-colour of their 

apron is a symbolic-indication of the eternal „cosmic-energy‟  (fire). Actually, an 

ancient  Indian vedic-science contains about more than  38 different authentic 

faculties of the natural-sciences, like Ayurveda (ancient-medicine), Khagolshastra 

(ancient-astronomy), Anvik-Vigyan (atomic-science), Jalshastra (hydrology), 

Jyotishshastra (astrology), Yoga-Vigyan or Yogic-science (mental & physical-

health-science) etc. etc.. For example,- a volume of the original „Bhrugusanhita‟ 

(which  is a huge book of astrology that shows mostly all details about the past, 
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present & future-tenses of the person, grossly); it  weighs about 200 kg. All four 

big volumes of Vedas (& their different Upnishads) of huge vedic-science, contain 

about more than 100,000 vedic-rhymes or  formulae, e.g. a nonmolecularly-

molecular-based ancient vedic-cosmocellular-formula of “Brahmande So Pinde, 

Pinde So Brahmande; Parmatma So Atma, Atma So Parmatma (ब्रम्हाण्ड े  सो 
पऩण्ड े। पऩण्ड े सो ब्रम्हाण्डे   ॥ ऩरमात्मा सो आत्मा | आत्मा सो ऩरमात्मा ||)”. {The great 

Hindu-epic, “Shree  Bhagwad-Geeta”, contains total 754 vedic-rhyms (aphorisms 

or Shloka) which were directly sung & then explained, by a lord Shree Krishna, 

before His most-loving friend-cum-disciple Arjuna, during ancient world-war of 

Mahabharat, according to a chapter the Bhishmaparva  of „Mahabharat-granth‟, 

before 20,000 years (not before 5000 years which is learnt from the British-

historians).} 

 In short, such every  vedic-formula contains unique & infinite-like (& 

strongly-intuition-force-based) vedic-meaning of the different  nature‟s-

phenomena, i.e. as in just one-line sentence. Likewise, in chemistry, every (one-

line-like) chemical-formula or equation contains a unique meaning of its absolute 

chemical-mechanism & chemical / biochemical-messages, which are similarly  

acted on every atom / matter of the universe, i.e. from every atom / cell -----> 

cosmos. For  example,- nature‟s hydrocycle-formula of  2H2   +  O2  -----> 2H2O 

(water), which explains a unique & infinite-like meaning of the gaseous-

molecules‟- exchanging-mechanism in our entire hydrocycle-system of the earth. 

[And in such 2 big  volumes of this book, as a whole, merely-&-mainly this vedic-

cosmocellular-formula (& its Omism-exploring-study)  has / have taken my more 

than 12 years period, to scientifically prove its unified-theme of the cosmocellular-

mechanism which similarly takes-place from every atom / cell  ----->  cosmos . In 

other words, this book is merely-&-mainly written, on this one-line vedic-

cosmocellular-formula. Hence, its subtitle is also as the “cosmocellular-

hypothesis”.]  So, thus, most of them can yet explore the various mysteries of 

nature & universe, if they could be unprejudicely studied with the help of  modern-

science‟s-views. Here, my meaning to say, is that such large collections of the 

ancient vedic-science or literatures, can not be just as a legend or myth only.  

 In such a way, in olden-time, an ancient Indian vedic-writers (the saints) 

who wrote their truth-finding forceful-intuitions, in the rhyms or slogans of the 

vedic-literatures; later, which all had jointly created a vedic-science. Their 

intuitions were raised from their „inner‟ (i.e. called as a forceful „inspiration‟ or 

„insight‟). Means, which were come out from their meditatively well-trained 
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subconscious & superconscious-mind, after their natural-observation & constant 

contemplation (which called as „meditation‟) on them.  

 [Actually, a forceful-intuition always comes out in moslty one-line-like-

statement of the slogan &/or formula (equation) rather than a number of ordinary 

sentences. Hence, such meditation-based slogans of the true-saints, are proved as 

the truth-finding great philosophy; e.g. a vedic-cosmocellular-slogan, 

“Brahmande So Pinde, Pinde So Brahmande; Parmatma So Atma, Atma So 

Parmatma”, has covered all the sciences & all the philosophies of world, just in a 

one-line-but-everything-like-statement of the universal-truth. Another example of 

one-line-like-statement of the vedic-slogan, is “an atom is the great universe, 

within itself”. While, such contemplative-mental-mechanism-based formula of the 

rational-scientist, is proved as the research-making-clue; e.g. just one-line-but-

special-like-statement of the equation of Dr. Einstein‟s E = mc2, has uproared the 

whole world. And through the help of such one-line-like-statments of the slogan 

&/or formula, any sincere study-writer (all-time-knowledge-hunger) can explain 

its truth-showing-meanings as in details of the thesis or hypothetical-volume, at 

any where & in any era.]  

In short, thus, the „meditation‟ does not mean to sit with just a closed-eyes 

only. But, such their research-making strong mental-concentration behind the 

observation or study of any nature‟s-phenomena, is also known as an “intellectual-

meditation”. And their such intellectual-meditation-based vedic-knowledge were 

represent before the man-kind, in a different branches of the vedas & upnishads, to 

unifyingly-explain the theological-&-teleological-meanings of the cosmocellular-

visit of every one on the earth. 

 In short, in such a way, this cosomocellular-book (cosmocellular-hypothesis  

or  cosmocellular-encyclopedia) is prepared as a “science-complex”, i.e. on a  base 

of different subjects of the ancient & modern sciences. So, through its systematic 

& hypothetical explanations (with a number of colored-pictures), readers may 

realise a pleasure (as the home-visit of) „science-city‟ (as cosmocellular-city or 

cosmocellular-world). Actually, to all the old & new-sciences, it is impossible to 

make a unified-theory, to get the absolute-knowledge about the Creator. Because, 

before Him, our all the physical-laws or theories are broken-down. But, we may 

reach Him, through such Theoexobiological-approaches, i.e. through a unified 

cosmocellular-hypothesis or „Theobiophysics‟.  

 For this book, I should also not use the term a “unified-theory”. But, I 

should use the term “unified-hypothesis”. Because, „theory‟ means, „proposition‟, 

or a systematically generalization which is supported by the absolutely controlled-
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experiments which prove the doctrines. While, „hypothesis‟, means, „supposition‟, 

which is going to prove one‟s rational logic or concept; or hypothesis is just 

reasoned-explanation of previous-ideas, through a rational-guess, which are 

incompleted till they could not prove their authenticity. No doubt, hypothesis is a 

one of the important steps of the actual-experiment, to know the effects of that 

actual-experiment. Actually, still, there is no permanent physical-theory. Means, 

our all the physical-theories are provisional. Because, you can not say that in 

future, no one can contradict or challenge your theory. Thus, in this book, many 

times, I have innocently & hypothetically  tried, to explain even the known 

nature‟s-phenomena, to get a better knowledge about the God (& God-finding-way 

the „meditation‟). After-all, a philosophical or hypothetical curiosity, is the basic  

nature of human-being. 

 Virtually, „meditation‟ does not mean to sit with just a closed-eyes, with a 

remembrance of one‟s most-believed-God only. But, every positive & 

contemplative-work, is known as the “(intellectual)-meditation”. For example :  A 

search of the “law of gravitation”, was just because of a highly contemplative-

mind of the great scientist, Sir. Isaac Newton. Before Newton, everyone knew that 

everything is falling on the earth. But, about  the same & known concept of “a 

falling of everything  on the earth”, he contemplatively-thought (meditated) 

differently (that was intellectually), worked differently & concluded differently. (If 

there had been someone else, he would have picked-up the apple, and might have 

eaten it. What would you & I do?) Means, a matter of the “falling  of  everything 

on earth”, is the same for all of us. Which is a very common, known & daily-

phenomenon of the nature. But, only Newton-like people always think differently 

about the every aspect  / event of the nature. Even a creation of the entire universe 

is also occurred, because of, the great “Contemplative-Cosmic-Master-Mind”.  

Actually, to try to explain or work differently about even any known matter or 

event, is also known as a “research-work”. (Hence, all the scientists / philosphers / 

artists etc., are not the „creator‟; but they all are just as a „founder‟ of the 

whatsoever they have searched out; only God is the Creator of everything of 

universe.) After-all, a mechanism of meditation  is just like a practical-(& 

positively)-diversion of the mental-energy.   

 In short, mostly every time, an attempt of this book (from its very beginning 

to end), is to explain or relate everything of universe to meditation‟s-phenomenon; 

when & at the same time, it is discussed about any old or new event / matter of the 

universe or nature, that are as a “multidimensional-meditation-exercises”.  And 

such multidimensional-study of the nature of human-mind, body, his surroundings, 

universe & Creator of everything of universe  (Cosmic-Master-Mind) etc. etc.,  is 

known as a „Neurotheology‟ or „Theo-psychocosmobiology‟, and which is mostly 
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based on such scientific-cosmocellular-meditation or “intellectual-meditation”. 

And mostly which covers all the branches of science, alongwith a main subject of 

the philosophy (theology). So, later, which (neurotheology or theophysics) can 

explain everything of the universe (as a unified-hypothesis), on a general-aspects 

of the universe / nature. 

 Actually, it will be our insufficient efforts to know the effect of trance-

meditation (TM) or superconscious-mind‟s-power, without properly & unbiasly 

understanding the scientific psychosomatic-mechanism of hypnosis / self-

hypnosis. If, we are not agreed with the effect of trance-meditation or influence 

of the superconscious-mind; that means, we are also not agreed with the 

scientifically proved “effects of the hypnosis / self-hypnosis”. Actually, our 

modern-medicine has forgotten about the potential-strength of the human-mind; 

due to, its successful (but one-sided) running behind a powerful materialistic-drugs 

only. No doubt, such its powerful materialistic-drugs are absolutely succeeded, to 

explore so many mysteries of the physical-body. 

But, it has yet not been succeeded to reach the rest two bodies of the nature‟s 

triple-creations of human-body; and that are the astral-body the „aura„ & subtle-

body the biolight-spectrum or biological-power-point the „soul‟ (•). On the other 

hand, an ancient Indian vedic-science has explored so many mysterious-matters of 

these all three bodies / worlds, that are the purely-molecular-based material or 

physical-world, dually-nonmolecularly-molecular-based vital or astral-world & 

purely-nonmolecular-based causal or subtle-world. And they all are organized, by 

a universal-law of the „triple-creations / phenomena of nature‟, as in an order to 

create & maintain their interrelated-&-interdependent cosmic-trio.  

 But, according to ancient Indian vedic-philosophy (universal-law of the 

nature‟s triple-phenomena) as well as modern-psychobiology: We have actually 

only one human-mind, but functionwise it contains mainly three distinctive 

electropsychophysiological-characterisitcs,- that are the conscious-mind, 

subconscious-mind & superconscious-mind. Where such nomenclature of human-

mind, in a three different human-minds, are just used to distinguish its different 

psychopotential-abilities. Indeed, these both finite or restricted conscious-mind & 

subconscious-mind are the subsets of the infinite-energy-&-intelligence-containing 

superconscious-mind. 

 {Likewise, our computer-system contains only one physical hard-disk; but 

functionwise it contains three main drives like, C-drive, D-drive & E-drive. Where 

we download all the software / hardware-programmes & operating-systems, in any 

one drive (e.g. in C-drive). While, our daily data-entry & graphic-works etc. are 
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entered, into its rest two D-&-E-drives. So, if any problem occur in entire 

computer-system operating C-drive. Then, computer is immediately stopped to 

work; even its two D-&-E-drives are working, properly. .......... 

 Another example is : that structurewise, atom (of nonliving & living-things) 

is the one; but functionwise or electromagnetically it is divided, into main three 

energy-particles,-that are the proton (& nervous-proton-particles based conscious-

mind), electron (& nervous-electron-particles based subconscious-mind) and 

neutron (& nervous-neutron-particles based superconscious-mind). Where 

positively-charged & matter-making reference-proton-particles, are restricted to 

physical-laws of the reference-material-parts of the atom. (After-all, every living-

&-nonliving matter is made-up of a highly condensed light or energy-particle, that 

are mostly the positively-charged reference-proton-particles.) While, a negatively-

charged revolving (not rotating) electron-particles, are astrally superior to such 

physically restricted reference-proton-particles, but inferior to such subtle but 

highly zero-charged & infinite-energy containing relativistically-rotating neutron-

particles. Not only proton & electron, but entire atomic-structures & their all the 

functions are created & organized, by a great superdynamic autonomic-power 

(atomism)-based dynamic neutron-particles. Where both the proton & electron are 

the subsets of the neutron of atom. Means, nothing is unknown to neutron, nothing 

is impossible to neutron-particles of the nonliving (abiological) & living 

(biological)-atoms. Because, all the abiological & biological neutrons contain all 

the knowledge about all the things / events of the universe & its Creator, since 

before the origin of physical-universe. ..........  

 [In every atom, a superdynamism-based atomism of every atom, is 

photoelectrically transferring from the Superdynamic-Cosmism (Creator or 

Supreme-Soul or Parmatma) of universe, to constantly & catalytically stimulate 

the latent-state of dynamically-adynamic highly zero-charged-energy containing 

potential neutron-particles of atom, to initiate & release all the different dynamic 

atomic / nuclear-energies, at the smallest-scale of universe, i.e. at the atomic-level. 

Without such superdynamic-catalytic-force (which is called as atom‟s-atma or 

atomism), a releasing of all the potential & kinetic atomic-energies from the atom 

is not possible; likewise, without such superdynamic-biocataclytic-force (which is 

called as soul‟s-soulism or bio-Omism), all the physiological / 

psychophysiological-forces-releasing dynamic celluism-&-bioism of the human-

body are not possible. Thus, respectively, at both the atomic & bioatomic-levels of 

nonliving & living-things, the neutron / bioneutron is the first atomic-particle, 

which is lucky to get all the great atomic-benefits of first superdynamic-

stimulating-cosmic-force.] ..........  
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 In short, we are still ignorant about such superdynamic & infinite-capacity 

of our great soulism of superconscious-human-mind (SHM), which is equal to 

superdynamic-capacity of the cosmism of Cosmic-Master-Mind (CMM). After-all, 

a man is a glory of the God, a man (Human-Mind) is a final-&-fantastic-formation 

of the Creator (Cosmic-Master-Mind). So, what you want, you can achieve from it, 

as-&-when you activate such your latent-capacity of superconscious-mind, i.e. 

through a regular practice of trance-meditation (TM). And trance-meditation is 

nothing but it‟s a self-hypnosis. After-all, „self-hypnosis‟ (self-reference), means, 

one who hypnotises (refers) himself to fulfil his demanded-goal or desired-goal. 

And, in this cosmocellular-book, it is explained in detail about- how to easily and 

scientifically trance-meditate &/or self-hypnotise our own human-mind to activate 

the great capacity of our superconscious-mind & its cosmocellular-force, without 

help of the meditation-tutor or active-hypnotist.} 

Actually, in a science-field, religious-field & entire book-market, it is first-

time happened, by this cosmocellular-hypothesis to prove the “existence of Creator 

of universe”, through a physical-laws (especially through the “Thermodynamics-

Laws of Energy”). Of course, for this unified-hypothesis, I can not claim, but can 

surely say that now it has scientifically proved a very long-standing question of the 

“existence” of God (cosmic-self-hypnotist) or divine Super-Extraterrestrial-

Intelligence (SETI).  

 In short, both volumes of  this (fully  A-4 sized) cosmocellular-workbook, 

contain total 3000 pages, with a number of colored-figures. But, at present, its 1st- 

volume (1730-pages) is published in book-market, by author‟s self-publishing-

company „Dhruv-Publication‟. As we have earlier read that in  huge book-market, 

there are thousands of books, which are written on such chronic-concepts of the 

God, creation of universe, human mind-&-body, souls & Supreme-Soul (God), 

meditation & yoga etc. etc. Then, to  me, what is the need for writing another book 

on such a chronic-concepts? Because, there would be a very rare books, which are 

scientifically written on the concepts of God & His creations (mainly cosmos & its 

very miniatured form the living-cells a microsized “living-cosmic-model”). Now, 

the youth of 21st-century will not accept just only myth / miracle-based religion (or 

God). But, he will also be demanding for  “God-proving-religion” or  “God-

showing-theory”.  

 Actually, according to vedic-philosophy as well as western-philosophy the 

First-Cosmic-Cause or First-&-Final-Cosmocellular-Cause of universe the God 

(ૐ)  = G (अ) Generator of universe + O (ऊ) Organiser of universe + D (मं ) 

Destroyer of universe. Means, where the Creator of universe Who Himself 
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scientifically, superdynamically (i.e. as a cosmocatalytically & 

cosmocataclystically) & cyclically behaves like, the “First-Cosmic-Cause” as well 

as “Ultimate or Final-Cosmic-Cause” of the universe, with a respecting to all the 

static, kinematics & dynamics-based nature‟s-laws. {Where, according to 

terminology of physics / chemistry: „Cosmocatalytic‟, means, it is the  first-

cosmic-cause which potentially stimulates the adynamic material-universe to 

dynamically expanse; while, „Cosmocataclystic‟, means, it‟s a  final or ultimate-

cosmic-cause  which entropically  stimulates the whole material-universe to again 

destroy into its previous subtle-cosmic-state. Where such one & the same like self-

first-&-final-cosmic- cause  of  the universe, is neither directly involved nor its 

eternal-Almighty-state is altered, during such two extreme-events of the beginning 

& end of the universe. 

With all these things, God never interferes in nature‟s harmoniously opposite-but-

well-balancing auto-organizing-systems of the universe, which cyclically take-

place since a beginning of the universe to end of the universe. Where the God has 

left all the (living-&-nonliving)-matters & events of the universe, on  the  nature‟s 

strongly neutral-law of the action-&-reaction (i.e. a law of „cause-&-effect‟ or law 

of karma  / deed). .......... 

 Where, „Catalytic‟, means, superdynamic-like substance which invisibly but 

absolutely stimulates the chemical-action-&-reaction, where which is neither 

directly involved nor its state is altered during such dynamic-like chemical-

phenomena. Mostly, a  catalytic-phenomenon is a creative, in nature. While, 

„Cataclystic‟, means, a superdynamic-like completely destroying agent, mostly 

such cataclystic-phenomenon is destructive, in nature.  „Kinematics‟, means, it‟s a 

study of the merely motion which does not include the reason of motion. 

„Dynamics‟, means, it‟s a cause-related or reason-finding study of the motion; 

another meaning, is to relating with a physical-force which is in a motion, i.e.  as 

an entropy-going or kinetic-energy which is opposite to zero-charged static-energy; 

in medicine, „dynamic‟, means, functional, i.e. as an opposed  to organic or 

physical-state. In  electrophysics,  „kinetic-energy (or dynamic-energy)‟, means, 

the (negatively-charged)-energy of motion to achieve its highest-level of the 

entropy-state which later again ends into a zero-charged potential-energy-state, so 

that it always flows from a negatively-charged-particles (electrons) to positively-

charged-particles (protons). While, „Superdynamic‟, means, the first-stimulating-

force or first-causative-force, which stimulates the highly-zero-charged latent or 

static-dynamic-force; this first-&-final-cause-like superdynamic-force (of the 

atomic-atma, atma & Parmatma) is / are dually a catalytic-cum-cataclystic-force, 

which is / are neither static nor entropy-going force, in other words, it is neither 

zero-charged nor positive-charged nor negative-charged; but this eternally & 
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spirally-rotating superdynamic-energy is the all-time spiritually-charged-force; 

and such spiritually-charged or cosmospiritually-charged-energy is always 

behaved as the highest-energy, among all the forces / energies of universe.} In 

short, where He behaves as the scientific-God, but never as the religious-God.  

 Actually, as a whole, vedically, such all-time-whirling-direction-based mute 

nonfrictional (nonmolecular) cosmic-sound-energy of the opposite-but-well-

balancing divine cosmocatalytic-cum-cataclystic-word the “ૐ” (OM or Ohm) 

itself acts as the Almighty of whole reference-physical-universe, i.e. as the God = 

G (Generator of universe) + O (Organizer of universe) + D (Destroyer of 

universe), i.e. respectively as “ૐ” (OM) = A (अ) + U (ऊ) + M (मं ). Thus, in a 

vedic-meaning of the divine word „God‟ & also in a cosmic-word-“ૐ” (OM), our 

all the modern triple-set of the Thermodynamics-laws of energy are involved. 

Hence, a philosophy without study of the Thermodynamics-laws of energy, can not 

rationally & truly reach the God. In vedic-philosophy, this 

supercosmodynamogenetic (Omism or Cosmism) of cosmic-word-“ૐ”, is known 

as „Brahm-nad‟; where, Brahmnad = Brahm‟s (God‟s) + Sound. Thus, only 

Cosmic-Word-“ૐ” is the self-singular-supercosmodynamogenetic-force of the 

whole uiniverse. [Where, according to Dorland‟s medical-dictionary, the term, 

„dynamogenesis‟, means, developing of the energy or force. So, thus, here, also 

„Supercosmodynamogenesis‟, means, an eternal-&-infinite-like supreme-power of 

the universe, who / which spirally generates all kinds of the energy at any time & 

at anywhere in the universe, by Himself / itself only,i.e.as a unifyingly, 

spontaneously & spirally-spinning selfcosmocatalytic -cum-selfcosmocataclystic-

force, e.g. divine-cosmic-word “ૐ”.]  

 Such spirally-rotating cosmic-whirl-pool-ring is nothing but it is vedically 

explained as an intangible but absolute cosmic-tracing-pathway-making cosmic-

word “ૐ”, on which a whole universe is cyclically evolved, organized & 

destroyed. In vedic-science, this unified spirally-spinning cosmic-ring (which 

possesses different spirally moving event-horizons with its centrally-located-

whirling-singularity, is explained as the Shabd-Brahm or cosmic-word-“ૐ” (of 

vedic-metaphysics) & which is surrounded, by its highly zero-charged cosmic-

energy “” (of the physics) of-- every atom / of every soul & of the Supreme-Soul. 

So, thus, selfcosmocatalytic-cum-selfcosmocataclystic-force “ૐ” is centrally-
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located, i.e. at the centre of one-point-like highly-zero-charged power-point    (•) 

of,-- every atom, every soul & Supreme-Soul. So, thus, according to nature‟s 

universal & unified vedic-cosmocellular-law of the “ ब्रम्हाण्ड े  सो पऩण्ड े। पऩण्ड े सो 
ब्रम्हाण्ड े  ॥ ऩरमात्मा सो आत्मा | आत्मा सो ऩरमात्मा || (Brahmande So Pinde, Pinde 

So Brahmande; Parmatma So Atma, Atma So Parmatma)”,- in human-being, his 

normal ECG is nothing but it‟s a cosmocellularly-tracing-pathway-making or 

biocosmically-tracing-pathway-making soul‟s-signature of the biocosmic-word-

“ૐ” (central-nonmolecular-pacemaker) of the human-soul (•). And through such 

electrophysiologically-ECG-making ups-&-downs-like or rise-&-fall-like 

biocosmically-tracing-pathway of the cosmic-word-(ૐ), his entire human-life is 

passed / organised since his early-embryonic-life to the death. [Hence, 

Theoelectrophysiologically,- a human-life is like an „electrocardiogram‟ (ECG), 

it has always rise-&-fall-like up-&-down-graph; if it becomes steady or 

straightline, then one dies; so always accept ups-&-downs, positively: Therefore, 

it is also said like,- “the „Life‟ sometimes suddenly takes unknown U-like-turn, 

but don‟t be afraid to travel it; because, someday, that turn will take you to 

untouched-heights i.e. on the top of world”. Thus, ECG also exemplifies & makes 

us realise of,- how we closely reach near the death or how unknowingly-knowingly 

death approaches us, during our all-time life-finding-journey. After-all, a reading 

of the ECG is also an art (medical-art).]   

 Because of, all these things, it can vedically as well as electromagnetically 

be said like,-“the cosmic-word-ૐ (OM) itself is the (centrally-located-whirling)-

Soul of the Supreme-Soul (Creator) of universe & also as the (centrally-located-

whirling)-soul of all the souls of all the living-beings. Without such centrally-

located (central-nonmolecular-pacemaker or cosmospiritual-pacemaker) & auto-

spirally-rotating cosmocatalytic-cum-cosmocataclystic-singularity the “ૐ”, all 

the dynamic / superdynamic-forces of the souls (•) & Supreme-Soul (•) are the 

zero. If our soul (•) is an infinite-nonmolecular-biopacemaker or nonmolecular-

cosocellular-pacemaker of the human-mind-&-body, then its Godfather the 

„Supreme-Soul‟ (•) is an infinite-nonmolecular-cosmic-pacemaker of the 

universe. That means, in such Omless-condition (i.e. power without vedic-

metaphysics), these both the soul & Supreme-Soul are just remained, as in all-

time latent or highly zero-charged potential-energy-state (of the physics) only. 

Thus, ultimately, ૐ is also intangibly-but-absolutely acted as a scientific-soul, in 

every atom / field of the universe.” (Where, according to physics, a „potential-
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energy‟,  or „static-energy‟, means, it is the energy at the rest, which has yet not 

been manifested in any actual-work. While, „kinetic-energy‟ or „dynamic-energy‟, 

means, the energy of motion.)  

 {If all such vedic things are true. Then why our soul (•) is eternal, but we are 

(physically) not eternal? Because, all the ૐs (OMs) of all the bioatoms 

(protobionts) of all the living-cells of our human-body, are merely celluismically / 

bioismically activated to finitely-flow-out the certain restricted-life-force for the 

fixed-life-span, but they are bio-Omismically (i.e. superbiodynamically) not 

enoughly (i.e. not cosmospiritually) activated to infinitely-flow-out the abundant & 

unrestricted life-force for the eternal-life as from the central-nonmolecular-

pacemaker or cosmospiritual-pacemaker (cosmic-word-ૐ) -----> to infinite-

nonmolecular-pacemaker or cosmocellular-pacemaker the biological-power-

point (•) the „soul‟ -----> to molecularly-finite-pacemaker i.e. the 

cardiocytocosmic-pacemaker the „S.A.Node‟ of heart &/or neurocytocosmic-

pacmaker the „Hypothalamus‟ of our brain-system. Thus, an infinite-&-

nonmolecular-pacemaker (cosmocellular-pacemaker) the biolight-spectrum or 

biological-power-point (•) the „soul‟ is infinitely superior to molecular-pacemaker 

i.e. the cytocosmic-pacemaker the „S.A.Node‟ of human-heart & Hypothalamus of 

brain; while, its central-nonmolecular-pacemaker i.e. the cosmospiritual-

pacemaker (biocosmic-word-ૐ or bio-Omism) is infinitely-&-spiritually superior 

to this natural-&-infinitely-nonmolecular-pacemaker (•) the biological-God the 

„soul‟. That means, as & when this central-nonmolecular-pacemaker or 

cosmospiritual-pacemaker the cosmic-word-“ૐ” [which is all-time centrally-

located at inside the infinite-nonmolecular-pacemaker (• ) the „soul‟] that stops its 

constant superbiodynamic-stimulations to a zero-charged-power-point (•) of the 

„soul‟, then our soul (infinite-nonmolecular-pacemaker or cosmocellular-

pacemaker) also spontaneously stops to release (or gradually withdraws) its beam 

of the biophotons of incident biolight-spectrum of the soul that constantly & 

nonmolecularly impinges on a molecular-pacemaker i.e. the cytocosmic-

pacemaker the „S.A.Node‟ of heart &/or Hypothalamus of brain; so that the 

hypothalamus of brain & S.A.Node of heart are also ultimately stopped to continue 

the heart-beats / repititive cardiac-cycles. But, such our all-time as a whole 

activation of the bio-Omismness of our mind-&-body, is only possible through a 

cosmocellularlly / cosmospiritually self-hypnotism (trance-meditation) on our own 

central-nonmolecular-pacemaker the biocosmic-word-“ૐ” (i.e. on the soul of our 

atma or soul “• ”). ......... 
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 Because of, all these things, in a great Hindu-epic, “Shree Bhagwad-

Geeta”, it is emphatically said about the eternity of the soul and Supreme-Soul like 

: “नैनं छिन्दन्न्ि शस्त्राणि , नैनं दहछि ऩावकः न चैन ंक्ऱैदयन्ियाऩो न  शोषयछि मारुिः  
॥  अच्िेधोड् यमदाह्योड् मक्ऱेधोड् शोष्य एव च । छनत्य  सववगि स्त्थािुरचऱोड यं 
सनािनः ॥ (Nainam Chhindnti Shastrani Nainam Dahti Pavakah, Na Chainam 

Kdedyntyapo Na Shoshayti Marutah......”; it means, neither weapons can cut / 

pierce the soul (•), nor fire can burn, nor water can wet, nor wind can blow-off the 

„soul‟ (•), means, soul is eternal & omnipresent in the universe.) In its another 

vedic-aphorism, the same thing is said with little different-way like, “Ajo (Atma) 

Nityah Shashvatodyam Purano Na Hanyte, Hanymane Sharire; Nityah 

Sarvagatah Sthanurchlodyam Sanatanah”; it means, the soul (energy) is neither 

born nor died, but its physical-body (reference-material-body) is destroyed; this 

subtle but constantly eternal & stable (static) soul “•” is remained in every 

(physically-unstable) living-being. In modern-science, the same thing is also 

scientifically explained, by 1st-Thermodynamics-law of the nature‟s-duality-based 

cyclically and constantly nonmolecularly-molecular-cosmic-conversion of the 

energy (nonmolecularism) -----> to matter (molecularism) -----> to energy 

(nonmolecularism), which states like, “eternal-energy (nonmolecularism) is 

neither created nor destroyed, but which is remained constant; where only 

mortal-like-matter (molecularism) is cyclically (& photoelectrically i.e. 

nonmolecularly-molecularly) created from its eternal-energy 

(nonmolecularism)”. In vedic-philosophy, (Chhandogya-Upnishad), the same 

thing is said like,- “Atmanh (•) Sakashat Aakashah Sambhut, Aakashat Vayumh 

Vayoragnirapodybhyh Pruthivi”;- it means,- the space (Akash) created from the 

soul (Atma) / Supreme-Soul (•), the gases (Vayu) created from the space, the fire 

(Agni) created from the gases, water created from the fire, & earth (Pruthivi) 

created from the water. Thus, entire molecular-based finite physical-universe is 

created, organised & destroyed into a lap of the nonmolecular-based infinite 

cosmic-light (•) of the Supreme-Soul (Parmatma).} 

Thus, Omism (or Ohmism) of the cosmic-word-“ૐ” (OM or Ohm) itself is 

the Omnism of the whole universe. And all the meanings of triple-words the 

omnipotent, omniscient & omnipresence are thus involved in this singular-like 

Omism of the “ૐ”. (In terms, „Ohm‟ & „Ohmism‟, „h‟ is silent, when we speak.) 

According to western-philosophy, this ancient vedic-term the „Omism‟ is 

knowingly / unknowingly explained, as the „Omnism‟ which is used as in a 

regarding of the omnipotent, omniscient & omnipresence-states of the Supreme-
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Power “•”. Means, an ancient vedic cosmic-word-“ૐ” (OM) is itself hidden in a 

western-word the „Omni‟. In short, such opposite-but-well-balancing great 

cosmocatalytic-cum-cosmocataclystic-forces (i.e. a Cosmismness or Omismness  

or Omnismness) of the cosmic-word  or cosmospiritual as well as cosmocellular-

word- “ૐ” (OM) itself, photoelectrically prevails (in a relativistic-rotating-

direction) at everywhere in the universe (i.e. from every atom / cell to cosmos), as 

in a self-regulating & self-perpetuating triplet-orders of the omnipotenceness, 

omniscienceness & omnipresenceness,--- as in a different organizing forces of the 

atomism of the atom, bioism of the biosphere of earth, celluism of  the living-cell 

of all the living-beings / plants, & cosmism  of the whole universe. [Here, in 

physics, the term, „relativistic-rotation‟, means, a  substance or particle which 

dynamically rotates on its own axis, at the speed of light. And in  theophysics 

(vedic-science), after-all, the light is the energy & enrgy is the God (ૐ). So, thus, 

in scientific-term the “relativistic-rotation”, simply a literary meaning of the speed 

of light, is also at the speed of God‟s-waves (and that are at the speed of 

cosmocellular-word-“ૐ”).]  

 Such  triplet-forces of the superdynamogenetic cosmocellular-word-“ૐ” 

(OM), unifyingly prevail everywhere in the universe, through its mute-like but 

highly cosmopotential sound-energy-waves. {Where this cosmic-word-“ૐ” (OM) 

is just like a cosmic-signature  of the Supreme-Soul (the God) to 

cosmobiologically (cosmocellularly or exobiophotoelectrically) certify the entire 

material-universe as now allows to dynamically expanding, till the last-three-

minutes of the end of a dying-universe; likewise, an electrocardiographic-(ECG)-

pattern  of the cardiac-waves (PQRST-waves) of human-being, is the soul‟s-

signature in a living human-body, which ecologically as well as 

theocardiologically certifies to animate one‟s whole physical or  material-body, till 

the last-breathings of a dying-person.} 

 Indeed, where according to nature‟s-law of the „triple-creations‟ of universe 

(that are the subtle, astral & physical-universes), a systemic & scientific-

organization of their interspecific-relationship must also  require. And it is never 

possible, without  supercosmic-meditation of Someone-like Superconsmic-

Master-Mind (SETI). Hence, the God (SETI or Cosmic-Self-Hypnotist) Who also 

requires an intellectual or scientific-meditation (but not a religious-meditation) to 

generate, His highly frequencies containing cosmopsychostationary or 
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cosmopsychopotential-waves of  the cosmic-word -“ૐ” , from His very 

Contemplative-Cosmic-Master-Mind, to create the universe, to organize  the 

universe & to destroy the universe, within Him. Where such His interspecific-

relationship-based multidimensional-cosmic-meditation, is separately-inseparately 

& sequentially  acted as a creative-cosmic-meditation, organizing-cosmic-

meditation & destructive-cosmic-meditation. Where before the beginning or big-

bang-blast of univese, such His very highly intelligent  cosmopsychostationary-

waves of cosmic-word-“ૐ” could have acted, as a „first-cosmic-stimulus‟ 

(cosmocatalytic-force) on the outer-surface of the highly zero-charged or very 

action-potential supercosmic-atom (•) to blast & expand it out, in a great universe. 

Now, (alongwith an ancient vedic-astronomy) our modern-science also believes 

that a whole physical-universe was / will be remained, in a very micro-sized but 

highly cosmopotential single-supercosmic-atom (•), before the beginning / end of 

the universe, respectively. In short, according to nature‟s teleological-principle, 

where God always plays a (first-stimulus-giving) absolute-cosmic-stroke to highly 

zero-charged cosmic-energy (•) to spontaneously create the physical-univesre, but 

never plays dice. (Where, „Teleology‟, means, certain or absolute-aim of the nature 

/ Creator, behind the creation of every matter / every event of the universe.)   

 After-all, every atom contains all the potentialities & possibilities to 

spontaneously expand in a matured physical-universe, but which  remains in a 

(suspended-animating-like) latent-state until it gets just superdynamic 

cosmocatalytic-stimulation. Once, it gets supreme-like creative superdynamically 

absolute cosmocatalytic-stimulus. Then, it spontaneously  expands in a new 

growing-parallel-universe; likewise, a growth of the organism is spontaneously 

started in a cell-cloning-method, in cloning-lab of modern-science. After-all,  such 

virtual-reality of the „spontaneousness‟ (autoismness) is a basic nature, --- of the 

atomism of every atom, of the celluism  / cytocosmism / bioism of every living-

cell, of the soulism / bio-Omism of every soul, of the cosmism / Ohmism of the 

Supreme-Soul. (Where, „virtual-reality‟, means, it can never be directly detected, 

but whose existence does have absolute-effects; likewise, a quantum-particles.)  

 This divine cosmocellular-word or Brahmnad   “ૐ”  has constantly been 

chanted, during such triple-psychocosmic-sets of the multidimensional-cosmic-

meditation of the lord Shiva, to triplically (creationwise, organisationwise & 

destructionwise) manage the entire universe, since an origin to end of the physical-

universe. Thus, cosmic-word -(ૐ)  contains all such universe-organizing triple-

cosmic-forces; so, to which nothing is impossible. With that, they absolutely 
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control our physical universe; but  they all are still free from  all the reference 

physical-matters / events of physical-universe, according to modern principle of 

the physical-independence of the forces,-- “that all the nonmolecular forces or 

energy-waves (of all the living & nonliving-matters), are dynamically but 

absolutely free from their intrinsic-molecular-mass the physical-matter or 

reference-body”; that means, where they all  are behaving as an “action without 

physical-contact”.   

 [In subject of the particles-&-waves-physics, the terms, „Reference‟ or 

„Reference-Force‟, means, the forces or nonmolecular-messengers‟-waves (which 

are released from their remote-controller-like distancely-located subtle & highly 

zero-charged nonmolecular potential-power-point “•”), to referring or transferring 

at its forward / surrounding platform-like relative molecular-based passive-like 

physical-body / medium, so where that physical-body is known as a „reference-

body‟ (or very proximally distance-body) of its independently & absolutely 

organizing active subtle or causal-force; where the tangible physical-body 

(reference-body) is dependent, on such their intangibly-but-absolutely organizing-

forces, but these incident organizing-forces are not dependent on their just 

platform-like passively-working reference-physical-body. While, the term 

„antireference‟, is referred to regain the massless energy-state or nonmolecular-

waves‟-forms, as a reverse-reference-mechanism, e.g. all the (living-&-nonliving) 

entropy-state-going kinetic-phenomena of every living-&-nonliving matter are the 

example of an antireference-mechanism or reverse-reference-mechanism (or 

reverse-electrobiological-mechanism) of their particular reference-material-body. 

For another example,- vedic-philosophically, an incident biological-power-point 

(•) the „soul‟ is an independent & subtle but highly-zero-charged absolutely active 

causal-body of its platform-like relative passive-like reference-physical-body; 

where its all the entropy-going kinetic or dynamic physiological-forces of all the 

different organs / systems of the physical-body, are the cytocosmic-result of just 

antireference-mechanism or reverse-reference-mechanism of a passive-like 

physical-body which unifyingly & cytocosmically responds to the reference-waves 

of its all-time active causal-body the biological-power-point the „soul‟ (•). In other 

words, cosmocellular-(& cosmospiritual)-waves of the nonmoleculer-& infinite 

subtle-body the „human-soul‟ or „superconscious-human-mind‟ are 

nonmolecularly-molecularly behaved as its incident (soul‟s) reference-waves, 

while a reciprocally behaving cytocosmic-(& cytopsychocosmic)-waves of the 

physical-body are the responding-waves or antirefence-waves (molecularly-

nonmolecularl-waves) of all the living-cells of molecular-&-finite passive-like 

physical-body. Similarly, the nonmolecular incident-&-infinite Supreme-Soul or 

Cosmic- Power-Point or Single-Supercosmic-Force (•) of the passive-like 
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molecular-&-finite physical-universe, is also all-time-actively behaved as an 

independent & subtle but highly-zero-charged absolute causal-cosmic-force of His 

platform-like relative reference-physical-universe.] 

 In short, the God-like superdynamogenetic Cosmism or Omism of the 

cosmic-word-(ૐ) acts everywhere in the universe; but it still remains as free from 

its every action (deed or karma) in the universe. Thus, it (ૐ ) is never bounded, by 

its any action, unlike we are bounded by our every action (karma). Because of, all 

these things, all 32 crore Hindu Gods & Goddesses  are concentrating over this 

cosmic-word-(ૐ), during  trance-meditation (TM), to constantly revitalise their 

divine-powers.  

 {In vedic-philosophy, it is explained that there are  total 32 crore cosmic-

systems-organizing  nature‟s-phenomena which are occurred in the world, since an 

origin of the universe to end of the universe.  And where these all 32 crore Hindu-

Gods-&-Goddesses are nothing, but they are just like a highly intellectual & 

divine-aliens-like different cosmic-representatives of these all different 32 crore  

nature‟s-phenomena / systems. And, at-last, They all are also absolutely 

influenced, by an Ultimate-Cause of the universe the Supreme-Soul (•). For 

example,- lord Shree Suryanarayan  is symbolically a deity (cosmic-

representative) of the entire solar-system & solar-energy; lord Shree Agnidevta  is 

symbolically a deity (cosmic-representative) of the cosmic-chemistry of fire / light-

system of world; lord Shree Vayudevta  is symbolically a deity (cosmic-

representative) of the cosmic-chemistry of wind / air-system of world; lord Shree 

Jaldevta or Varundevta  is symbolically a deity (cosmic-representative) of the 

cosmic-chemistry of hydro-system of world etc. etc. Later, Indian-mythology / 

vedic-philosophy, have astroanthropomorphically symbolized all these cosmic-

representatives-like Gods-&-Goddesses in a different idols-based-stories, to easily 

explain the complicated nature‟s-phenomena to common-man. .......... 

 [In the term, „astroanthropomorphism‟, „astro‟, means, the space, and 

„anthro‟, means, a man or like a human-being. So, which jointly mean, as a man-

like cosmic-arbitrary Who lives in the space, as the Super-Extraterrestrial-

Intelligence (SETI). According to well-known Dorland‟s medical-dictionary, the 

term, „anthropomorphic‟ or „anthropomorphism‟, means, an attribution of the 

human-characteristics to nonhuman-objects; or an attributing of human-shape or 

characteristics to Gods, objects, animals; In other words, a man-like-image.] After-

all, according to vedic-philosophy, without such work-organising special cosmic-

representatives (exobiological-administration), such all the different but absolutely  
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well-balancing-&-cyclic-phenomenon (of the abiological or material universe) are 

not possible. Indeed, in a whole universe, there is no  system  which is organized, 

by itself. After-all, matter can neither create, nor govern / organise, nor animate  

the matter, itself. At-last, without cause, creation is not possible; and without 

Creator, cause is not possible.} 

 So, in this way, to concentrate our human-mind on the cosmic-word or 

cosmocellular-word-(ૐ), is to make a concentration on the entire universe & its 

Creator. Therefore, if any genius & sincerely devoted meditator will concentrate 

his mind, on this cosmic-word-(ૐ). Then, so many mysteries of the universe / 

nature / Creator, will be explored to him, through a truth-finding strong-intuition-

force. Because of, all these things, an ancient  vedic-sages would have 

concentrated their spiritual-mind on this cosmic-word-(ૐ), during trance-

meditation (TM), to achieve the ultimate-goal of divine-knowledge or Theology 

about the universe / nature / soul / Supreme-soul etc. etc..  And, later, they would 

have narrated such their contemplative-divine-knowledge, in a different  volumes 

of the Vedas-&-Upnishads, alongwith a help of the certain mythological & 

legendaric-like-pictures to easily & interestingly explain an incomprehensive 

nature‟s-phenomena to a common-man.   

In short, this book is not a neurotheological or cosmocellular-hypothesis 

only. But, it is also a “Theoatomic-Hypothesis”. Because, all the (living-&-

nonliving)-sciences-&-possibilities are finally involved in the atomic-theory. In 

this book, it is also philosophically as well as scientifically explained about  the 

infinite-capacity of the infinitesimal-atom (•) like : How our whole physical-

universe was originated from the most minute-sized but highly cosmototipotential 

“Single-Supercosmic-Atom” (•)? From where, such (cosmototipotent-stem-cell-

like) supercosmic-atoms (•) of  the universe could be received? (Likewise,  an 

embryonic totipotent-stem-cell of organism can create the new living-organism), 

how this “single-supercosmic-atom  (•)”  can act as the “Supercosmic-Stem-Cell”  

to create the new universe? Etc. 

 And also according to ancient vedic-principle of the „cosmobiogenesis‟ 

(which explains about the biogenetic-origin of universe) that  :  How a new-

universe or new solar-system or new earth (or its new ozone-layer etc.) could also 

be developed, by a cosmic-isolation (& then a cosmic-installation with a 

controlled-neuclear-fissioning) of the cosmototipotent-stem-cells-like 

supercosmic-atoms in the cosmoculture-medium / dish of the space-lab? -- 

[Likewise, a  fully-matured living-being (or its any living-organs like liver, kidney, 
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spleen, pancreas & bone-marrow etc.) can be devolped by an isolation & 

implantation of the embryonic-stem-cells in the cell-culture-medium / dish of the 

stem-science-lab?] Means, how  was a “universe-recreation-technology” 

developed in ancient  Indian-vedic-era (likewise, today‟s “organ-regeneration-

technology”  has been developed by a modern-science)? 

 These all mean, is that according to 1st-Thermodynamics-law of energy, the 

whole physical-universe is cyclically moving / changing, between such its two 

extreme-states of the same nano-sized universe-creating-atom (•) that would as a 

primeval-atom (•) & terminal-atom (•) of the universe, repectively. Where all the 

today‟s-total-atoms of the whole physical-universe (that are the countless-cosmic-

atoms) are born, from their (common-like) same-&-single primeval-atom (•), and 

again end into their same-&-single terminal-atom (•) like, due to a self-cosmic-

cloning of a single-primeval-atom (•) -----> divided into countless-cosmic-atoms of 

the phyical-universe (likewise, a self-cell-duplicating / division-phenomenon or 

cellular-cloning) -----> then they all are again unified to merge into same & 

single-terminal-atom (•) of the whole physical-universe.  

In other words, it can be said about such great cosmic-contrariety like; “the 

greatest cosmic-infiniteness is merged or invloved in the smallest cosmic-

infinitesimalness, e.g. like a great tree is hidden in the smallest-seed”. Where 

such its cosmic-contrariety of cosmic-infiniteness & cosmic-infinitesimalness, are 

behaved as a cosmic-complementary to each other, like an opposite but well-

equilibrium-making positive-&-negative-forces or yin-yang-forces. [Hence, in 

Indian mythology, „Shivmahapuran‟, it is also explained that the Almighty of 

universe the lord Shiva (Omism) has 10,000 names; and among them, He is also 

known as „Anu‟ (atom). Here, it means, the great Creator of universe Who Himself, 

remains as in an infinitesimally-infinite-form of the atomism (i.e. at the Omism) of 

the “Supercosmic-Atom (•)”.] 

 In short, such infinitely-infinitesimal (Suxmam Analpam) single-atom-sized 

(•) volume of the whole physical-universe (i.e. before its beginning or big-bang-

blast & also after its end or big-crunch-blast), which proves that everything of 

universe is involved / merged into nothing of universe. That means, what we see or 

realise, are not true; but the truth is something else, i.e. remained as the infinitely-

subtle-state of the great reality of physical-cosmic-zeroness (0) or cosmic-

nothingness. Means, this highly cosmototipotent “single-supercosmic-atom” (•) is 

the great “physically-cosmic-zero” (0), and this subtle but great “physically-

cosmic-zero” or “Vaishvik-Shyuny” (0) is the “single-supercosmic-atom (•)”. 

Thus, we all are trapped in a cosmic-illusion of the nature (Prakruti Ki Maya); and 

where thus nature makes us fool, at our every (physical-law-based) action / event.  
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 That means, an entire nature‟s-cycle of the self,-- creation, organization & 

destruction of the physical-universe, is (are) just like a cosmic-drama, but not the 

cosmic-truth. Even, our physical birth, life (& including of our all the movements / 

actions / thoughts / events) & then death etc., are also just like a biologically-

illusion-making ecological-drama of the nature; but not a purely cosmospiritual-

truth. But, the cosmic-truth or spiritual-truth is that in our material-universe 

nothing is eternal / immortal, except this God-like cosmic-zero (0).   

 In electrophysics, about such super-atom  (•),  it is explained like; “the 

smaller the physical-capacity (volume) of the matter / atom, the greater the 

potential-charged-energy of the matter / atom”. The same thing is frequently said, 

in ancient Indian anvik-vigyan (vedic-atomic-science) like : “Pratyaxm Alpam, 

Analpam Apratyaxm Avam Suxmam”; it means, a known or tangible or visible 

(pratyaxm)-matter / event is finite (alpam); while, an unknown or intangible or 

invisible (apratyaxm)-matter / event is infinite (anaplam) as well as infinitesimal 

(suxmam), that is as an invisible-infinitely-infinitesimal. [Because of such things, 

the great ancient  Athenian idealist philosopher, Socrates would have said like,- “I 

know only one thing that I know nothing”.] Where, to explain such invisible but 

absolute infinitely-infinitesimalness  of the nature / Creator, vedic-philosophy again 

says like : “Amoh Aniyan, Mahto Mahiyan” ; it means, the great arbitrary-power 

of  the universe, is even smaller than the atom & bigger than all the universes. 

That‟s why, in “Brahmakumari‟s Ishwariya Vishwa Vidyalaya” (a great Indian 

spiritual institute, at  Abu-Road, Rajasthan-State, India), it is emphatically said 

like, “the God or Supreme-Soul (Parmatma) is like a Bindoo-Swaroop or One-

Point-like (•)”.  

Such great vedic-anvik-concept of the single-supercosmic-atom (•) & all the 

atoms, is also indirectly supported, by a statement of  the Nobel-Prize, Laureate the 

scientist, Richard Feynman like: “ If, in some cataclysm, our all the scientific-

knowledge were to be destroyed & only one sentence passed-on to our next-

generation, then what statement would be contained the most important 

information in a few words? I think it is the „atomic-hypothesis‟. Because, that 

everything of universe is made-up of the atoms. In these few words of „atomic-

hypothesis‟, there is infinitesimally encoded an infinite amount of the knowledge 

about the whole universe, if there is just a little hypothetical-thinking is applied.” 

 In one sentence, these all mean, is that an  atom (•) is the great universe, 

within itself. In this way, Cosmic-Master-Mind or Cosmic-Self-Hypnotist or 

Super-Extraterrestrial- Intelligence (SETI) shows His great art which prevails 

everywhere in the universe, i.e. from the most tiny-sized  (•) atom / cell to cosmos. 

Where Who has compacted the whole universe, in the smallest  one, i.e. in its 
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cosmic-unit (•) the „atom‟ & then into “living-cell”. Thus, our  whole universe is 

like a great “organic-unity”. Indeed, on the earth, all the living-matters are covered 

by the nonliving-matters, and vice-versa. For example,- the  viruses are considered 

as a connecting-link, between the living and  nonliving-matters. According to such 

dual-biological-study; the viruses are as a nonliving-matter, because, they can not 

carry out  their own growth & division; on the other hand, viruses are also as a 

living-matter, because, they duplicate themselves, but which occurs in the living-

cells of  their host only. Where the host‟s living-cell-medium acts as a 

nourishment-providing living-culture-medium, for a duplication of the viruses to 

create the new viruses. So, if  such duallly-biologically-abiological-possibilities-

containing virus can be cultured & multiplied, then why can‟t all the living-&-

nonliving-possibilities-containing atoms  be  cultured & multiplied? 

 Actually, according to ancient vedic-principle of the cosmobiogenesis : In a 

whole universe, nothing is a  nonliving-matter but everything is a living-matter. So 

that every atom of the universe,  simultaneously contains such both possibilities of 

biogenesisness-&-abiogenesisness; (likewise, virus is simultaneously belonged to 

both groups of the living & nonliving-matters). After-all, the matter can  neither 

create nor govern  nor animate the matter, itself. According to modern-physics, 

every matter contains  great internal-energy. Indeed, „matter‟ is nothing but it‟s a 

highly condensed light / energy-particles (mostly positively-charged reference 

proton / graviton-particles). Hence, a whole universe (& its all the material  as 

well as energy-particles) is / are belonged, to infinitely dynamic or  living-state. 

According to nature‟s-dual-concepts (Dualism or Dwaitwad) of the 

“livingness-&-nonlivingness” of matter, that an every nonliving-matter which 

externally behaves as a nonliving-thing, but its (photoelectrically-activated) 

internal-dark-energy behaves as a living-force or dynamic-force to generate out its 

different energy-waves. After-all, biologically / cosmobiologically or 

cosmocellularly, „life‟ is nothing but it is just a dynamic-expression of the 

nonmolecular-energy, at the different special-molecular-levels of ecosystem of 

the earth; and these all different special-molecular-levels of the dynamic 

nonmolecular-energy at the ecological-scale, are biologically known  as the 

different „living-species / beings‟ : (thus, „life‟ is nothing but it‟s just 

nonmolecularly-molecular expression of the energy-changes-&-exchanges 

among the special-molecular-matters. Where  nonmolecular-energy & special-

molecular-matter, both are behaved as two sides of the same coin the „ecology‟ 

of earth. Hence, every time, it is difficult to explain everything about 

nonmolecular „life‟ as in a pure molecular-terms of the physics & chemistry). In 

short, thus, our molecular-based physical-body (& mostly its all the living-cells) 
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nonmolecularly-molecularly contain all the possibilities-&-potentialities of 

universe, within it / them. 

 That‟s why, in ancient Indian-astronomy (Khagolshastra),  it  is frequently 

explained, by its nonmolecularly-molecular-based  unified vedic-cosmocellular-

formula of,-“Brahmande So Pinde, Pinde So Brahmande”; where „Brahmande‟ 

means, in the universe, & „Pinde‟, means, in the living-body / cells; these all mean, 

is that “whatever is present or occurred in the space, which is also similarly 

present or occurred in the living-body / cells, i.e. in a viceversa-order”. In 

modern-biology, now, it is also believed that the living-cell resembles the cosmic-

egg (universe). With that, it also says that the „cytoplasm‟ & „nucleus‟ or „core‟ of 

the living-cell, are similar to the „space-plasm‟ & highly radioactive-core of the 

cosmic-egg, respectively. In words, „cytoplasm‟ & „space-plasm‟, the „cyte‟, 

means, the cell, & „plasm‟, means, the formative-substance; while, its „nucleus‟ or 

„core‟, means, it‟s a spheroid-body within the cell / atom, which contains the 

enormous-amount of the biological / nuclear / electromagnetic / radioactive-

energy. In biology, it is also believed that the „cytoplasm‟ is a physical-seat of the 

life-force in every living-cell. Thus, all the atoms of the stars, of the planets & of 

all of us, have the (hidden or latent)-life-force. 

 After-all, the most distantly-exobiology can be more studied, by a help of 

the study of our most nearer-geobiology. So, in this way, an infinite stars can also 

be more studied, by its most easily available infinitesimal-atom. At-last, the atoms 

of you, atoms of me atoms of all of us & atoms of our all the surrounding-

matters, are derived from the same atoms / elements of the star the „sun‟; and 

our sun & other stars also contain the same atoms / elements which are similarly 

hidden in us. Means, these all same star-atoms / elements simultaneously contain 

the different opposite-like but well-balancing (as a similarlly-dissimilar) dual-

characteristics / abilities;- of the particles-&-waves, matter-&-antimatter (energy), 

quarks-&-antiquarks, biogenesisness-&-abiogenesisness, creation-destruction-(&-

recreation), positive-&-negative-charges and at-last male-&-female-forces. Thus, 

they (all the stars & planets of the universe) are also our family-members, 

according to molecular-biology & very vast-concept of the vedic-cosmocellular-

formula,-- “Brahmande So Pinde, Pinde So Brahmande”. In this way, here, it 

again proves the well-known vedic-rhym, “Vashudhaiv Kutumbkam” (Global-

family); it means, the whole world is my family, if you think it at the 

cosmocellular-level. In short, all the cosmological-patterns / information are very 

compressively, similarlly & intellectually encoded, in a very micro-sized & 

dynamic cosmic-model the „living-cell‟, as in a discipline of the cosmocellular-

similarities.  
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 According to cosmobiogenetic-theory or Pudwgal-principle of the vedic-

science & great Hindu-epic Shree Vashisth‟s-Ramayana that : “Nothing of 

universe is a nonliving-thing, but everything of universe is a living-thing; and they 

all have the biogenetic-origin”. Where all the living-organisms of earth are created 

& nourished, by / in their common or unified-mother-like very potential 

ecosystem. Means, if the ecosystem or biosphere of the earth can create all the 

living-organisms on the earth; then such absolutely living-force-organising 

ecosystem or biosphere must also be belonged to a group of living-thing. Because, 

a matter can neither create nor govern nor animate the matter, itself. After-all, 

the bioatoms (protobionts) of every living-cell is also just like an allotropic or a 

next form of the Soul (•). Therefore, our bioatom is much more powerful than 

any nonliving or abiotic-atom of the material-universe. So, thus, if such living-

characteristics-containing dynamic ecosystem / biosphere of the earth is belonged 

to living-matter; then such dynamic ecosystem / biosphere-creating globe the 

„earth‟ must also be belonged to living-thing. If such great living-characteristics-

containing the earth is belonged to living-thing; then such unique globe the earth-

creating star i.e. the „sun‟ (& its whole solar-system) must also be belonged to 

living-thing. If our sun is belonged to living-thing; then such sun-like stars-creating 

“Milky-Way-Galaxy” must also be belonged to living-thing. And, at last (but not 

the least), if all the galaxies of universe are belonged to living-things; then such all 

the galaxies of universe are belonged to living-things; then such all the galaxies-

creating-&-organising whole physical-universe (including of its great cosmic-core 

& whole space-plasm) must also be belonged to cosmic-living-state (like a cell-

core or nucleus & protoplsam of the living-cell contain the life-force).  

 Thus, a whole universe & its every atom / matter is a dynamic living-thing. 

So, ultimately, our universe must also have the biotic-origin, not the abiotic-

origin. But, still, today, we can not think beyond the ecosystem or biosphere of our 

earth, to naturally justify or redifine our restricted-terms the “livingness” & 

“nonlivingness”. Simply, for example,-- if the mother is nonliving, then how can 

she give the birth to her living-child??? Similarly, if our mother-like earth is 

nonliving, then how can she give the birth to all of us & other living-species??? 

Similarly, if our solar-system is nonliving, then how can it give the birth to 

different living-species creating earth???.....& so on. In short, (by our modern-

science) to think like,--- a nonliving-earth gives the birth to the living-species, is 

just like to be stupidly-thinking as a nonliving-mother gives birth to a living-

child. 

In short, all the atoms & matters of the universe have the feelings, like the 

human-being & other living-beings. Means, an every atom / matter of the universe 

has a (mute) nuclear-nervous-mechanism, likewise human-nervous-mechanism. 
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{Also according to some modern-biologists cum psychospiritualists: “Not only 

human-nervous-cells, but every living-cell of our physical-body as well as of all 

the living-beings (including of plant-kingdom), has a mute-mind or an 

inexpressible functional-activities of the celluism or cellular-intelligence, which 

flows as a silent psychocellular-force & psycho-biotomic-force, respectively; that 

through which, it is sensitised according to its external-stimulus in surroundings, 

and then it is responding to them to get the (safe & progressive)-accomodation, i.e. 

called as an instinctively adaptive in nature”. Actually, not only living-cell is 

sensitised to its external-stimulus, but every nonliving-atom / matter is sensitised to 

its surroundings. For example,- as time runs, a corrosiveness of the every iron-

matter increases; a surface of the cut-apple is immediately depigmented etc.}  

 So, thus, also according to our surrounding atmosphere (i.e. 

psychobiological / psychosocial / psychospiritual-surroundings), a peaceful-mind 

is also directly / indirectly able to send a healthy-life-message, to all the living-

cells of physical-body; while, a stressful-mind sends a disease-inducing-message, 

to all the living-cells of physical-body, and then to its outer-surface. In short, all 

the atoms & matters of the universe are also (photoelectrically) able to mutely 

think, predict & remember (encode or crystalize) all the events which take-place, 

in their surroundings. Means, an every atom of the universe contains a mute-

neuroatomic-impulses, like plants which contain mute-neurobotanic-impulses. 

  

 Now, modern-science has also searched out the  fossil-evidences of life 

(bacteria) on Mars-planet. So, in future, through such (any) unified-cosmocellular-

view / principle; we will surely reach the extraterrestrial-life (ETL) or (a man-like 

or God-like) super-extraterrestrial-intelligence (SETI). No doubt, science 

(absolute-philosophy) always believes in its fact-finding physical-law, i.e. “to be 

seeing is to be believing”. But, with that, modern-science (mainly exobiology) also 

rationally  believes that “all the time, an absence of the evidence, does  not mean 

an evidence of the absence”.  Because, unlike our five physical-senses (viz. 

vision, hearing, taste, touch & smell) and physical-lab, nothing is restricted / 

impossible to nature‟s-lab. For example: ultrasound-waves are daily  transmitted in 

the space / environment, but (without  help of  physical-instruments), a human-

auditory-system can not hear them by itself; or its visual-system can not see the 

ultraviolet-rays or infrared-waves by itself etc.. That‟s why, a subject of the 

astronomy is also not a purely mathematical-science, that all the time which should 

follow our most  restricted physical / mathematical-laws. Hence, its definition is 

explained like :  Astronomy  =  Physics  of the Space + Rational Philosophy. 
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 This vedically unified-cosmocellular-formula, “Brahmnde So Pinde, Pinde 

So Brahmande”, has astroanatomically linked-up the both subjects of astronomy 

& anatomy. Where it emphasizes that the astronomy (space-science) is the mother 

of all the sciences / all the philosophies; that from which, first anatomy (human-

science) was developed. Then, the rest of sciences / philosphies have gradually 

been developed, from astronomy. Because, when man became able to think during 

his most primitive-stage of jungle-life, he first looked upwards & then towards his 

body. So, in such a way, this book explains the chronological-events / matters, 

since an origin of the universe to till  today‟s events / matters, through a (reverse-

like) microscopic-study ----- to------> telescopic-study or a quantum-mechanics --

----> a general-theory of relativity. That  is taken-place, in an order of the unified 

cosomocellular-journey,-- as from a Microcosmos ------>Macrocosmos; Cell 

(Anatomy) ------> Cosmos (Astronomy); Cosmic-Everythingness (Cosmic-

Molecularism) ------> Cosmic-Nothingness (Cosmic-Nonmolecularism); & at-

last, from the Superconscious-Human-Mind (SHM) ------> Cosmic-Master-Mind 

(SMM). So, because of, all these things, for a much better life of the human-being, 

if we can not  ignore the human-science, then we can also not ignore the space-

science. After-all, the human-body is the most miniatured cosmic-model of the 

universe, and its living-cell is the cosmocellular-unit; so  it (human-body / living-

cell) contains all the potential cosmocellular-similarities. 

 Indeed, also according to such unified-cosmocellular-formula, if our „soul‟ 

(•) is a cosmic-DNA or cosmocellular-DNA (a suspended-animating-force) of its 

Godfather the Supreme-Soul (•), or it is a germinating-seed of the Creator (God); 

that in which, all the exobiological-&-biological FIR-waves are photoelectrically 

strored / encoded / crystalized, as in a different latent-forms of the suspended-

animating-forces & which all are derived from its universal-supreme-energy. 

Then, our soul must also contain all the dispositions-&-possibilities of its 

Godfather the Supreme-Soul. But, physiologically, which all play their different-

biological-roles, at their very small-scale of the ecosystem the living-cells, 

according to different physical & geobiological-laws of the nature,--that are the 

Thermodynamics-laws of energy, ecological-laws, exobiological-laws & genetic-

laws etc., to respect the nature‟s teleological-aim of the “continuity of life on the 

earth”. (Electrobiologically, it is also strongly believed that among the 3 to 1000 

micronmeter-wavelengths of far-infrared-(FIR)-waves, a 4-16 micronmeter-

wavelengths containing FIR-waves are the most favourable biological-range for 

the evolution & organization of life on the earth; so they are also called as 

“biological-FIR-waves”.)  

 In short, thus, biophotoelectrically, a biological-power-point (•) the soul is 

an absolute beholder of the bioenergy which is later generated from the (atom-
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based) platform-like physical-body of the every living-organism, through an astral 

stream of the biophotoelectrons (life-force or animating-force) of the living-cells 

of organism. The soul is the timeless, ageless, birthless, endless, immortal & 

eternal subtle-formed but highly concentrated potential-power-point (•), likewise 

its cosmocatalytic-cum-cataclysmic Godfather the Supreme-Soul (Exobiological-

God). So, like : On a very large & infinite cosmic-scale,-- the Single-

Supercosmic-Force (•) of the universe would have first superdynamically & 

nonmolecularly spllited-out, in its first-four-fundamental subcosmic-forces (that 

are as the God‟-waves of the gravitational-force, a weaker-nuclear-force, a 

stronger-nuclear-force & electromagnetic-force), to harmoniously organise the 

entire physical-universe from its very beginning to extreme end.  

 Similarly, also on a very small-scale of the ecological or biological-scale of 

the earth (i.e. a unit of life the most miniatured cosmic-model the“living-cell”) : 

In every living-being, the same cosmic-laws are also applied to its physical-body & 

spiritual-force like : in human-body, a biocatalytic-cum-biocataclysmic subtle but 

spiritual-force of the highly zero-charged-energy containing nonmolecular natural-

power-point (•) the „soul‟ (biological-God) is also superdynamically 

(biophotoelectrically) splitted-out in a different kinds of the nonmolecularly-

molecular subspiritual or physiospiritual-forces at the very small physical-unit of 

the protoplasm of all the living-cells of living-being; that are first as the “somatic 

or physical-forces” (viz. immunity-power, neuromuscular-power, reproductive-

force, cell-duplicating-force, hemodynamic-force, digestive-force, 

cardiorespiratory-force, circulatory-force & excretory-force etc.), & “psychic or 

nervous or mental-forces” (viz. intellectual-power, memory-power, ESP-power, 

intuition-power, motivating-power & contemplative / meditative-power etc.), to 

jointly organise a whole animating-state of the physical-body of the living-

organism, in a unifyingly-psychosomatic-disciplines. Means, these all divided & 

distributed physiospiritual-forces of the soul jointly & harmoniously organise, both 

the physical & mental-states of human-body, as under influence of the biounified 

or physiounified-force, and to which we call as the „life-force‟ or „vital-force‟ or 

„physiospiritual-force‟. In short, all the physiological, psychophysiological & 

physiospiritual-forces of our human-mind-&-body are derived from their single-&-

same-authority the single biological-power-point (•) the „soul‟. So, during the last 

critical-moments of the death-phenomenon, such natural or biological-power-point 

(•) the „soul‟ cumulatively & biocatclystically (reverse-electrobiologically) 

withdraws all these entropy-going or death-going biological / physiological / & 

psychophysiological-forces back into its highly zero-charged biopotential-power-

point (•); (likewise, an octopus / tortoise withdraws its all the externally prevaded 

limbs / parts back, during the frightening-condition).  
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 In short, through a receiving of the animating-state-creating (first-cause-like 

or) first-activating-stroke of the biocatalytic-factor the „soul‟, this purely physio-

unified „life-force‟ or animating-force biophotoelectrically activates the mostly 

special 4-16 micronsmeter-wavelengths containing nonmolecular Far-Infrared-

(FIR)-waves (or Light-Lines of Life) of the biomass of earth, and later they are 

geobiologically responsible to animate the matter under certain most favourable-

atmosphere on the earth. So, thus, according to atomic-theophysics, in absence of 

such nonmolecular but superspecial biocatalytic-cum-biocatalcysmic-factor (the 

naturally-inifinite nonmolecular-pacemaker the „atma‟ or soul), matter (atom) 

can not animate the molecular-based matter (atom), itself. Means, jointly 

according to universal cosmobiogenesis-theory of the ancient vedic-science as well 

as Dr. Einstein‟s-theory of  “Photoelectric-Effect” of the modern-science, -- an 

infinite beam of the biophotons of the biolight-spectrum or biological-power-

point (•) the soul biocatalytically (i.e. biophotoelectrically) impinges on the 

reference physical-body of organism to convert its nonliving-matter (abiological-

atoms) into living-matter (biological-atoms) through a stimulating or activating of 

the finite stream of the biophotoelectrons of physical-body (i.e through such its 

special biospiritually or physiospiritually-unified 4-16 micronsmeter-wavelengths-

containing biological-FIR-waves of the biophotoelectrons (not biophotons). Thus, 

entire cellular-mechanism & its all the cellular-elements / chemicals / compounds 

are absolutely dependent, on this special biological-FIR-waves. 

After-all, according to modern-cell-biology, mostly every living-cell 

contains about a special-like 5,000 different chemical compounds (not elements). 

[Untill now, from the known 109 chemical elements, 86 are found in a natural-

condition; while, the rest are artificially made in an atomic-furnace by a nuclear-

fission.] And between all these cellular-chemical-compounds, there are constantly 

molecularly-nonmolecularly (cytocosmically) occurred about the 6 trillion 

chemical-reactions per second, to release a stream of the biophotoelectrons to 

maintain a constant flow of the bioism / celluism or animating-force (chaitanya-

shakti) to organise the healthy life-span of living-cell / body. But, when any 

alteration is cytocosmically &/or cytologically occurred, between these all the 

5000 chemical-compounds (or any abruption is occurred during their harmonious 

chemical-reactions) & their biophotoelectrons (not in biophotons of the soul‟s-

biolight-spectrrum). Then a diseased-force is cytopathologically started in such 

physically altered living-cell / body. But, at last, all the (normal-&-abnormal) 

cellular-phenomena are absolutely influenced, by its supreme-cosmocellular-

authority the DNA which genetically controls the stream of biophotelectrons of all 

the living-cells of organism.  
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In short, at the very infinitesimal (nanodimensional)-scale of the universe 

(i.e. inside the most miniatured cosmic-model of the universe the human-living-

cell), its all the special universal-energism (of the cosmism & atomism) and 

chemical-reactions act, as a cosmocellular-churning-processes of the nature, to 

unifyingly create a dynamic / superdynamic bioism / celluism of the special 

biological-force (which are constantly released from the Bio-Omism of its highly 

zero-charged eternal biological-power-point “•” the soul) of living-cells / body to 

maintain the nature‟s-law of “a continuity of life on the earth”.  

 Actually, nature herself wants to continue the life on earth, forever. But, 

with that she has also classically distributed such her universal-animating-force 

(bioism) into millions of living-species & plants, as under powerful-effect of the 

time-force to fix-up the life-span (biological-age) of every organism / plants for a 

certain period, even though her universal-life-force (i.e. a geobioism-force of the 

earth) is eternally continued on the earth; i.e. in a discipline of “nothing lives 

forever, yet life continues on the earth”, according to her another universally-

prevailing opposite-but-well-balancing law of the nature‟s-duality (or a vedic-law 

of Dwaitwad or Dualism) of the birth-&-death, creation-&-destruction. And such 

her continuous bioism-force (life-force) is biocatalytically-&-biocataclystically 

organized in every living-being / plants, since its / their birth to death, as under the 

absolute-influence of its / their individual biolight-spectrum or biological-power-

point (•) the „soul‟. 

 So, where the „death‟ is also ultimately a positive & terminal part of the life-

force. Hence, „death‟ may be defined as an “absence of life-force”. Therefore, we 

should cosmospiritually &/or cosmocellularly think like,- “once, I was not on the 

earth & once again I will not be on the earth, even though this entire universe 

was there and will also absolutely remain there. Moreover, I would also not like 

to live in era of before or after the 5th or 6th century from my present-life. So, if, 

I am not worried about all those situations which were created before my birth. 

Then, why should I be worried about those situations which will be created after 

my death?”  

 Hence, you should live like: “when you were born you cried & the people 

were pleased. But you should live your life in such a way that when you will die, 

then people will cry & you will please”. After-all, „death‟ is not too worse that 

what we think. Actually, the „life‟ without divine pleasure, peace, love & spiritual-

goal, is more tough than a fear of death. And such divine pleasure, peace, love & 

spirituality are truly physiospiritual-properties of our biolight-spectrum or 

biological-power-point (•) the „soul‟. 
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 Also according to modern-theory of waves & particles-physics,-- any kind 

of (biogenic &/or abiogenic)-force can not be generated, in absence of its 

(respectively biocatalytic or catalytic-like) first-stimulating-cause or first-

potential-stimulus (•). And in living-being, such first-stimulating-cause 

(biocatalytic), is called as the „soul‟ or „atma‟ by a philosophy of the every 

religion; while, in science‟s-religion, it is called as the highly zero-charged & one-

point-like “biological-power-point” (•) or the “biological-quantum-mechanics”. 

{According to vedic-philosophy of chapter the “Shivgeeta” of the ancient Indian 

mythology „Shivmahapuran‟: That in our human-body, there are two most 

probable & cyclically-used ontoanatomical or physiospiritual-seats of this “Jyoti-

Swaroop” (candle‟s-flame-like) nonmolecular biological-power-point (•) the 

„soul‟, that are the „hypothalamus‟ of human-brain & another is the „Dahad-

Akash‟ (natural pace-maker or cytocosmic-pacemaker) of S.A.Node of the right-

atrium of heart. That from where it (soul i.e. cosmocellular-pacemaker) constantly 

& nonmolecularly-molecularly (cosmocellularly) releases the infinite beam of the 

biophotons to activate the biophotoelectrons of highly-specialised cells of heart / 

brain to biophotoelectrically ativate the finite stream of the biophotoelectrons to 

carry-forward the biological-current (chaitanya-shakti) to the whole heart & then 

to all the rest parts of the body, to constantly & molecularly-nonmolecularly 

(cytocosmically) keep the whole molecular-based physical-body in an animating-

state (till its last-breathings). Now, by our modern-medicine, such finite biological-

current (cardioneurosyncytium-waves or cardiocelluism-waves or cardiac-current 

of biophotoelectrons (which are activated by an infinite beam of the biophotons of 

the biological-power-point “•”) is also captured, on an electrocardiography of the 

biofeedback ECG-machine or as a live-cast on a screen of the cardiac-monitor in 

ICU / ICCU. Where the PQRST-waves of the ECG-pattern are unifyingly behaved, 

as a soul‟s-signature to theomedically or theoneurocardiologically (i.e. 

cosmocellularly or nonmolecularly-molecularly) certify the individual, as “he is 

now fit or unfit for his further life”. (In a vedic-term, „Dahad-Akash‟, „dahad‟, 

means, „heat-energy‟; and „akash‟, means, a „full of empty-space‟ with a neutral or 

zero-charged-energy.)} 

In short, jointly according to Dr. Einstein‟s-theory of “photoelectric-

effects” & nature‟s universal-law of “the changes first occur at the waves-level & 

then at the particles-level”,--- that in the reference-like or platform-like working 

physical-medium (i.e. the normal & healthy human-body), 

photoelectrophysiologically a nonmolecular-flow of the beam of biophotons of 

biolight of the bioloigcal-power-point (•) the „soul‟ (where which biophoto-

electrically acts as a natural-&-nonmolecularly-infinite cosmocellular-

pacemaker to) referencely & cosmocellularly falls or incidents, on a highly 
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specialised “P”-cells of the natural-but-molecularly-resticted or finite “cardiac-

pace-maker” or cardio-cytocosmic-pacemaker the S.A.Node of right-atrium of 

heart which is theocardioneurologically drawn or expressed as a soul‟s-signature, 

i.e. as in a normal-pattern of the ECG-complexes on the ECG-paper or on a 

monitor-screen. But, when any abnormal or pathophysiological-changes are 

cytopathologically / cytocosmically (molecularly-nonmolecularly) occurred either 

in a physical-state or mental-state; then it immediately physically (i.e. 

electrophysiologically) shows a different abnormal-patterns of the ECG-

complexes, like e.g. ST-T changes in the ECG are occurred in the ischemic-heart-

disease (IHD) or myocardial-infarction (MI). [N.B.- Such ST-T changes in ECG-

waves are not occurred in a locally damaged cardiac-tissues of the heart only; but 

which are also occurred in a case of the distantly damaged-tissues or damaged 

proton-particles of the body; e.g. a damaged nervous-tissues (damaged nervous-

proton-particles) of the human-brain in a case of the cerebrovascular-diseases (e.g. 

brain-haemorrhage).] Because, now, a physically-damaged or altered-cardiac-

proton-particles (aCPPs) of the heart (& also altered bio-proton-particles of the rest 

parts of the body), are cosmophysiospiritually / cytocosmically not fit to carry-

forward the life-message-impulses of the cosmocellularly-animating 

nonmolecular-flow of beam of biophotons of soul‟s-biolight to molecular-body to 

photoelectrophysiologically keep it in a healthy-state or animating-state for the 

further more time, according to Dr. Einstein‟s-theory of “photoelectric-effect” in 

waves-&-particles-physics. So that where the infinite-like nonmolecular 

animating-force of cosmocellular-pacemaker the biolight-spectrum or biological-

power-point (•) the „soul‟ (& its cosmocelular-force  & cosmospiritual-force) is 

never entropied or defeated to continue the life of individual on earth, but his 

molecularly-restriced or finite physical-body (cytocosmic-force or cytological-

force of biophotoelectrons of living-cells) is defeated. So, thus, he is physically 

died, not mentally (physiospiritually / cosmophysiospiritually).  And such 

cytocosmic-entropismness of biophotoelectrons-waves is only prevented, by a 

trance-meditation that constantly activate the beam of biophotons of biolight-

spectrum or biological-power-point (•) the soul. 

 These all mean, is that not only in a nonliving-things but also in every 

living-things / living-cells, the changes are first occurred at its infinitesimal-level, 

according to nature‟s-law of “the changes first occur at nonmolecular-based 

waves-level & then at molecular-based particles-level”,-- an increasing or 

decreasing of even a single particle from their atomic-structure, can change a 

whole design or form of the matter. So, later, it can make either a new matter or 

altered-(mutated)-matter from its previous one. (For example, first physical-atom 

of universe i.e. hydrogen contains massless or waves-like nonmolecular one 
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electron & one proton; then through nature‟s-law of “the changes first occur at the 

particles-&-waves-level”, this first parent-like hydrogen-atom underwent / 

undergoes to convert into its daughter-like 2nd-physical-atom the Helium which 

contains two massless or waves-like nonmolecular electrons & two massless or 

waves-like nonmolecular protons; then atomic-sequentially its grand-son-like 3rd-

physical-atom the Lithium which contains three electrons & three protons; then 

4th-physical-atom the Berelium contains four electrons & four protons.......& so 

on,  to fulfil the nature‟s different creative-goals.) In short, according to quantum-

mechanics, the waves-function (electron-movements / behaviours) for the system, 

contains all the information about the system. Actually, an electron-particle (of 

every living & nonliving-matter) does not contain information of solar-system 

only, but it also contains all the information about whole universe (& its Creator), 

since its origin. 

 In short, now, biological / medical-researches of the 21st-century will also 

closely be linked with cosmological-researches; which may take-place in a unified-

cosmocellular-disciplines, i.e. as in inquisitive-journey from the cell -----> cosmos; 

superconscious-human-mind (SHM) -----> Cosmic-Master-Mind (SMM); 

human-soul -----> Cosmic-Soul (Supreme-Soul). Otherwise, a cell-science or 

medical science (life-philosophy) will not progress in a true-sense, without 

simultaneously-progress of its mother-science the astronomy (space-philosophy). 

That‟s why, doctor should not renew his medical-knowledge only, but he should 

also retain basic-concepts of the space-science / space-philosophy. Because, 

(likewise, photosynthetic-phenomenon which is daily first cosmocellularly & then 

cytocosmically occurred, between the solar-rays & plants-kingdoms), cosmic-rays 

also daily act on our both the physical & mental-states. [For example,-- likewise, a 

photosynthetic-mechanism in plants, in human-body vitamin-D is prepared as a 

biocosmic-food or solar-food or cosmocellular-food, which is nonmolecularly-

molecularly or cosmobiologically (cosmocellularly i.e. photoelectrically) & 

referencely produced in our body, only due to influence of the ultraviolet-rays of 

the incident solar-light, according to Dr. Einstein‟s-theory of “photoelectric-

effect”. In our body, it is photoelectrically produced, by an irradiation of the 

ergosterol with ultraviolet-rays of the incident sunlight. And we know that vitamin-

D is an essential for the absorption of calcium & phosphorous from the intestines, 

for the formations of bones & teeth.]  

 In short, a cosmocellular-finder the „doctor‟ who has such cosmocellular-

knowledge, is called as an “astroanatomist” or “cosmocellulologist”.  And, 

sometimes, such his astroanatomical-knowledge can be more helpful to space-

research-lab, than a pure astronomer.  [For example, a well-known astronomer, 

Nicolas Copernicus was the best example of a great cosmocellulogist 
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(astroanatomist). He was scientifically  well-known as a founder of,-- the sun is at 

the centre of our solar-system, in 1530. He was basically a medical-doctor. He 

studied optics, mathematics, perspective & canon-laws; he studied & worked as a 

medical-attendant, til 1512. He was born, in 1473 & died in 1543. An ancient 

Greek-philosopher cum scientist Aristotle (394 B.C.- 322 B.C.), was also a 

medical-philosopher cum space-philosopher (astronomer).  Also a great Greek-

philosopher, Galieli Galileo (1564-1642) was initially a medical-student, and then 

he became a  mathematician as well as astronomer. ] 

 With all these things, in this book, it is also explained about the vedic-

concpets of the matter-&-energy (life-force), alongwith a supporting modern 

concepts of modern physics & electrobiology, in detail like : At the 

nanodimensional-scale of the universe, there are 36 dimensions of the every 

(living-&-nonliving)-matter of world, not  the 4 dimensions only. With that it also 

explains about the cosmocellular-principle of “evolution of life on the earth”, as a 

man descended from a man only, not from the ape; tortoise descended from 

tortoise only etc; that means, a babool  / banyan -tree never gives a mango-fruit. 

Means, it explains that how would such fixity of the living-species have 

cosmocellularly (i.e. biophotoelectrically) happened in a nature‟s-lap, according to 

electrobiological-theory  of the highly specialized 4-16 micronsmeter- wavelengths 

containing biological-far-infrared-(FIR)-waves & vedic-principle of the 

cosmocellular or cosmobiological-evolution of the life on the earth & other 

planets. 

 Actually, according to today‟s-world of information-technology; except such 

unified-cosmocellular-hypothesis (which is scientifically based on a nature‟s dual-

concepts (i.e. a Dualism or Dwaitwad) of the “energy-&-matter” or “waves-&-

particles” or “photons-&-photoelectrons”), there is no  better way to explain 

about the Creator of universe. In modern-physics (electrophysics), it is also said 

that an every event or matter of the universe (since its origin) can be explained, 

through a help of the dual-concepts containing Thermodynamics-laws of the 

“energy-&-matter” or “waves-&-particles”.  And, with that, where a computer-

science is a better-medium to provide an excellent dual-platform, to such dual-

theory of the “energy-&-matter” or “waves-&-particles”, later which absolutely 

goes towards the proving of God‟s-existence. Actually, such nature‟s-duality (or 

nature‟s double-standard) is prevailed, everywhere in the universe. {For example, -

- nowadays, here both the software & hardware-programmes of computer-system, 

can also be considered as a dual-parts of the “e-waves (waves-physics) & material-

particles (material-physics)”, respectively.}  
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 In short, in this cosmocellular-book, its every ancient & modern concept  (of 

the soul, Supreme-Soul, meditation,  matter-&-energy, atom / cell & cosmos etc.) 

has been discussed on a dais of the science only, not on the religious-dais. 

 According to anthropology; actually, in a whole world, there  is no 

religious-book which is directly written by the God, since human-evolution. 

Indeed, no greater concept has been occuppied a human-mind other than a study of 

the Creator of universe, since his very primitive-stage. So, later, he could also be 

ready to accept that a „creation‟ must have a „cause‟; and without „Creator‟, both 

the „cause‟ & „creation‟ are not possible, according to universal-law of the  

“Cause-&-Effect” (Theory of Karma). That‟s why, to find out the “First-&-Final-

Cause” of universe, first of all, it needs a strong “faith & reason-based 

invention”. Because, a reality-based faithful-mentality can always get the true-

knowledge; while, a doubtful-mentality can be voided of the benefits of true-

knowledge. After-all, if you believe  in the God, then He is to be there; and, if 

you do not believe in the God, then He is not to be there. So, if someone asks as,- 

Where is God? Then, answer itself is hidden in such frequently-asked-question 

(FAQ) like,- here is God. There is only „W‟, which obstructs between the God & 

us. Where this „W‟ shows our “wrong-wandering” behind our “wrong-belief about 

the God”. But, with that, it is also true that to disagree with the existence of God, 

is itself  an acceptance of the existence of God.  

 In short, I am sure that this cosmocellular-work-book will  surely be liked 

by all the groups of ages, due to, mainly its many research-making-clues. With all 

these things, a natural-story of  this book (which contains the systematic-analysis 

of nature‟s-events / phenomena), may also be useful for the unique documentary-

film,— on the Creator & its creations. In short, this cosmocellular-book 

simultaneously challenges to our both the religious-belief & scientific-unbelief of 

the God. During my prolonged-research-works of  this cosmocellular-hypothesis  

(which is mainly based on a different science‟s-branches & vedic-philosophy), I 

have found that there is always just passing of the messages about the chronic 

concepts of human-mind-body-evolution-soul-alternative-therapies, in mostly all 

the ancient & modern-literatures. But, where the exact  awareness of use of such 

unified-knowledge is yet lacking to fulfil the today‟s-mental-requirement  of all-

time-busy-man. Therefore, I thought that something special-like unified-literature 

(like in approach of the cosmocellular-hypothesis) is urgently & medicospiritually  

required to change such chronic-mentality of modern-man. (N.B.-  the term, 

„cosmocellular‟  is also new  word, which will not be seen in any  dictionary. Not 

only the term „cosmocellular‟, but  there are so many new terminologies which 

have first-time been explained in this book, and which will not be seen in other 

book  / dictionary also.) 
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 [At-last, please, pardon me for such my long introductory-synopsis in which, 

if you might have felt a confusion due to its certain discrepancy-like topics. But, 

here which are just due to an attempt to show some essential-ideas of the book, 

through a few different parts of this science-complexity-containing huge two 

volumes. But, when you will thoroughly read this whole book, you will not feel 

any discrepancy.]  

 My dear friends, I am also cordially eager to know  your review for such 

scientific-approach of  this self-published cosmocellular-hypothesis which goes 

towards the proving of entity of God  (or First-&-Final-Cosmocellular-Cause  of 

the universe). I am sure that you will not be unknown about  the difficulties of new 

authors,  in a highly-expensive publishing-market. Herewith, I must also frankly 

say that I have many times tried to contact a number of well-known national-&-

international-publishers, to publish my literary-works, before to start  its self-

publication. Of course, most of them had heartly admired it, but with that they 

were also afraid to publish it. Because of, it is just written by an unfamous-author 

only. So, later, I have decided to publish it, as by its self-publication to reach you. 

And I am sure that (unlike all these well-known but commercially-prejudiced 

publishers) you will not disappoint & unjustify me, because of, the same reason,- 

as I am just a new-author or it‟s my first book only.  No doubt, for me, it is 

also true that I am a study-writer, not a professional-writer; and with that, English 

is my second language. But, to explain the nature‟s-phenomenon, every time, it is 

not  required to become as expert one, professionally; but it mainly requires an 

intellectuality-based natural-intuition-force to explore the mysteries of nature. And 

when any naturally intuitional-force tries to come out, then it only represents in a 

simple & easy-language, never in a tough-language. Actually, it is very difficult to 

explain in the simple-language, than in a tough-language. Because, a tough-

language is a language of the professional-brain; while, a simple-language is a 

research-explaining-language as well as spiritual-language of the innocent-heart. 

And unlike tough-language, simple-language has very limited words-collections. 

So, it is very difficult  to explain anything in such limited word-collections. [With 

all these things, since my school-life, I remember a well-known words of Francis 

Bacon : “Reading maketh a full-man, conference maketh a ready-man & writting 

maketh an exact-man”.] 

 As we know that science does not know a language of the emotions & 

feelings, it only deals with the truth, it only accepts the nature‟s-laws. [So, here, I 

would also like to regret my esteemed-readers that I could also be indirectly free 

from such diificult language-liabiltities (as sometimes it may be seemed author‟s 

intellectual-escapism), in this cosmocellular-hypothesis.] After-all, „language‟, 

means, it‟s a medium through which a man can express or communicate his 
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thoughts / feelings, properly easily & simply. So, in a science-book, your special-

like ideas or thoughts are important, not language merely. However, where a 

special-ideas of the philosphy / science-book, become more valuable; when it is 

scientifically & appropriately linked-up, mainly with a godly-meaning-language.  

 That‟s why, in vedic-philosophy, it is also said like, Nirsapi Kaver Vani 

Hari-Namankita Yadi, Sadaram Gruhyate Tajgnai, Shutikar Mutkanvita Yatha; 

it means, “the speech of poet (or thesis / good-novel of writer) might be ordinary, 

but if it contains any divine or godly-meaning. Then, the rational persons will also 

heartly accept it. That is just like the pearls-containing-oysters, where the oysters 

(speech of poet or novel / thesis of writer) become valuable only because of the 

precious pearls within them”. In a similar manner, if this cosmocellular-book 

would be liked or apraised by a rational readers; then the credit would also surely 

go to its frequently-&-appropriatly-used concept of the pearl-like-word the 

„Omism‟ (ૐ), in this oyster-like-book.  

No doubt, a basic or grammatical-concepts of your language in which you 

are going to speak or write something, must be perfect & free from the mistakes, as 

far as possible. {Also according to well-known writer Hemingway (who is known 

as a writer of writer), who used to explain the very tough & mysterious ideas, even 

in a very easy & simple-language. Usually, he did not bother about the grammar, in 

his article. He also said like: “there is no any grammatical-boundary to heart-

language & science-language. So, science-writer (&/or study-writer) should write, 

without any grammar-hesitation. Because, there are a number of commentators 

behind you or your article. So, let‟s, leave it on them, to improve your language-

errors.” }  

 Although, every effort has been made to write this book as with error-free; 

inspite of that, some printing / typing-errors might have occurred there. If, you 

notice such any error or discrepancy, I would be very thankful to you if  the same 

will be brought  to my attention.  With all these things, a (scientific / philosophical 

/ grammatical)-suggestion of reader (from every religion / every nation / every 

science) about  this cosmocellular-hypothesis, will act as a mile-stone for  me, 

during such our divine joint-journey on a unified-cosmocellular-pathway that 

rationally (not religiously) goes towards our most common & same finding of the 

Creator of universe. [And I think there will be no such unifyingly Creator-finding-

pathway, except such kind of the cosmocellular-hypothesis  which simultaneously 

explains the atomic-physics & Omism-physics (alonwith a cellular-physics or cell-

physiology), to get the scientific knowledge about the Creator (infinite Omism) & 

His infinitesimal creation the atom / cell.]  
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 After-all, writer is alone, when he writes his  thesis / book; but his thesis is 

not alone, when it is published. Actually, for every writer, a neutral review of the 

reader is much more than any prestigious-book / literature-award. And I am sure 

that whoever reads this cosmocellular-book & later tries to apply its cosmocellular-

concepts to understand to use the infinite cosmocellular / cosmospiritual-powers of 

his great meditative-human-mind, will able to scientifically understand the eternal-

existence of Creator & teleological-aim of the Creator (Cosmic-Master-Mind) 

behind his terrestrial-visit. With all these things, I hope that readers will cordially 

forgive me for some unavoidable-repititions of certain topics in certain chapters of 

this book which are inevitably required to make the explanation crystal-clear. At-

last, I would not like to say „thanks‟  to esteemed-readers. Because, the word 

„thanks‟  is not sufficient to express my gratitude towards them, for their 

invaluable reviews about the book. 

       From,  

Dr. Kamlesh N. Patel. 

                       (Study-Writer). 


